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Abstract Despite the overwhelming evidence pointing at the relevance of inclusive political institutions and a culture of cooperation, we still lack a framework that identifies both their origins and interaction. In a model in which an elite and a citizenry try to cooperate in sharing consumption risk and investment, we show that the prospect of a sufficiently profitable investment pushes the elite to introduce more inclusive political institutions to convince the citizens that a sufficient part of its return will be shared via public spending. In addition, accumulation of culture rises with the severity of consumption risk at its moderate values and then drops at its high values making cheating too appealing. Finally, the citizenry may “over-accumulate” culture to credibly commit to cooperate in investment when its value is or becomes so low to endanger inclusive political institutions. These predictions are consistent with the evolution of activityspecific geographic factors, the inclusiveness of political institutions, and the activity of the Cistercians and the Franciscans, which is our proxy for the citizenry’s culture, in a panel of 90 European regions spanning the 1000-1600 period. Evidence from several identification strategies suggests that the relationships we uncover are causal. Keywords: Geography; Democracy; Culture; Development. JEL classification: O13; H10; Z10; O10.
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Introduction



Overwhelming evidence suggests that “inclusive political institutions,” which enable the citizens to check the elite’s authority, and a “culture of cooperation,” understood as the implicit reward from cooperating in prisoner’s dilemma and investment types of activities, are crucial for development and correlated with the experience of an inclusive political process (Putnam et al., 1993; Tabellini, 2010; Guiso et al., 2016). Documenting however that the two institutions reinforce one another and are persistent does not help detect the forces producing each and identify their interaction. Inspired by a growing literature on the economic incentives behind the selection of each institution (Fleck and Hanssen, 2006; Durante, 2010; Bentzen et al., 2016; Litina, 2016), we lay out a model to tackle this issue, and we test its implications by exploiting a novel dataset on the vast institutional revolution that shook Europe between 1000 and 1600. At the beginning of this period indeed, the lords started to enter into commercial partnerships with a rising class of merchants especially where the value of long-distance trades was so high to push them to give up some political power to gain credibility as investment partners. Crucially, such endeavors persisted where the citizenry also credibly committed to cooperate in investment by attracting the Cistercians and Franciscans. Both monastic orders dictated a culture of cooperation in exchange for guidance on how to share consumption risk and spread where the climate was very—but not too—erratic. As further discussed below, these events have shaped Europe to date. We envision the simplest and most essential setup necessary to elucidate the economic incentives behind these closely related institutional discontinuities and to shed light on similar episodes. Formally, “elite” members and “citizens” can either share consumption risk with any other individual or invest with a member of a different group. While the first activity resembles a prisoner-dilemma interaction and gauges a more fundamental form of cooperation aimed at hedging against consumption shocks, the second more profitable one captures a more advanced form of cooperation producing a taxable value, e.g., long-distance trades. First, each group costly instills into its members a psychological gain from cooperating, for instance, by attracting a monastic order. This implicit reward embodies a culture of cooperation, which thus represents an abstract rule of conduct applied outside the reference group 2



of friends and relatives and so a “generalized” instead of a “limited” form of morality (Platteau, 2000). Next, the elite picks the political regime. Democracy allows the citizenry to fix the share of investment value to be spent on the production of a public good and its type, whereas autocracy gives these prerogatives to the elite. Then, agents are randomly matched, and the elite selects the activity if she meets the citizenry. Finally, taxation and public good production follow a cooperative investment. The activity-specific factors—i.e., the severity of consumption risk and the investment value—are exogenous, e.g., geography. Since inefficiencies in public good production render investment infeasible under autocracy, the equilibrium has two key features. First, the prospect of a sufficiently profitable investment pushes the elite to enact democracy to convince the citizens that a sufficient part of its return will be shared, and culture rises with the severity of consumption risk at its moderate values and then drops at its high values making cheating too appealing. Second, the citizenry’s culture and democratization can either reinforce or undermine one another. When the investmentspecific factor is dominant, the citizenry’s culture encourages investment and democracy. When the risk-sharing-specific factor is dominant, it hinders democratization since it makes risk-sharing more appealing for the elite. When neither factor is dominant, the elite turns uncooperative to force the citizenry to limit taxation in order to obtain democracy first and the choice of investment then. Yet, to credibly commit to cooperation in investment despite the limited public spending the citizenry needs to accumulate a culture possibly higher than the full-cooperative level prevailing without credibility issues. Culture thus becomes an enforcement mechanism for the elite and a commitment device for the citizenry. Crucially, in a dynamic version of the basic setup, such “over-accumulation” of culture by the citizenry also reduces the elite’s incentive to reinstate autocracy after a fall of the investment value. We evaluate the model testable predictions by analyzing data on 90 European historical regions for which we have half-century observations between 1000 and 1600. This sample offers substantial variation on economies sufficiently simple to allow us to credibly relate activity-specific factors to institutional evolution. Given that the main activities were farming and long-distance trades, we gauge the severity of consumption risk with the standard deviation of the growing season temperature and the investment value with the direct access to the coast. Turning to political institutions, we measure their inclusiveness with the con3



straints on the elite’s power, and we validate this variable by reporting its strong positive correlation with a proxy for the inclusiveness of present-day regional political institutions. For what concerns the citizenry’s culture instead, we capture it with the discounted number of years Cistercian and Franciscan houses were active per square km, and we validate it by documenting the strong positive links between this proxy and both an outcome-based measure of past culture and a proxy for present-day norms of respect and trust. Differently from Andersen et al. (2016), we do not find instead any correlation between the Cistercians’ diffusion and a proxy for norms of hard work and thrift. These differences are driven by the mix of the higher precision of our data and our more appropriate empirical strategy, and they are consistent with a recent and substantial historic literature challenging the idea that the Protestant ethic had a pre-Reformation origin in the Cistercian order. OLS estimates suggest that more inclusive political institutions were mainly driven by the potential for Mediterranean and not Atlantic trades, making our results similar to those in Greif (1992) but different from Acemoglu et al.’s (2005) conclusions. In addition, the activity of the two monastic orders had an inverted U-shaped relationship with the temperature volatility. Finally, the opening of the Atlantic routes reinforced the Franciscans’ activity in the Mediterranean, where they ran micro-credit activities allowing the citizenry to reinforce his partnerships with the nobility in cases of liquidity shocks. Consistent with the most innovative prediction of our model, this remarkable accumulation of culture helped the citizenry persuade the elite to keep more inclusive political institutions despite the fading investment possibilities and justifies the primacy of the Mediterranean trades as an institutional driver. While the independence of risk-sharing- and investment-specific geographic factors from human decisions excludes that our estimates are driven by reverse causation, our focus on medieval Europe rules out that they are spuriously produced by the colonialism-related forces emphasized by the extant literature, i.e., the colonization strategy (Acemoglu et al., 2001), missionary activities (Nunn, 2010), and slavery (Nunn and Wantchekon, 2011). We cannot however leave out that other unobservable factors are biasing our results. To determine whether the correlations we uncover are causal, we follow a three-step strategy. First, we control not only for time and region fixed effects and the average temperature but also for other observable factors possibly driving institutions in our sample, i.e., the terrain 4



ruggedness and lagged values of both the frequency of external wars and population density. Including these controls has little effect on the gist of our results. Second, we use insights from Altonji et al. (2005) to calculate how much greater the influence of unobservables would need to be, relative to all observables, to completely explain away the relationships between geography and (in)formal institutions. We find that the influence of unobservables would have to be on average almost 10 times greater than that of all observables. Given the high fit of our regressions, it is then very unlikely that our estimates can be attributed to unobserved heterogeneity. Finally, we perform the following falsification test to examine the relationship between the volatility of the medieval growing season temperature and present-day norms of respect and trust inside and outside the sample. Within the sample, we find a strong positive link between the two variables as expected, given our estimates and the persistence of a culture of cooperation. If medieval temperature volatility shaped past culture only through risk-sharing needs, we should not find a similar relationship where cultural accumulation costs were prohibitive because of the opposition to both the Cistercians and the Franciscans. This is what we find. Focusing on 56 NUTS 3 Turkish regions, we estimate an insignificant link between medieval temperature volatility and present-day norms of respect and trust. This is consistent with the barriers to the two monastic orders’ entry erected by the Eastern Orthodox Church first and the Ottoman empire then. All in all, these robustness checks make difficult to envision that our estimates are driven by unobservables and, in particular, by a mechanism different from the one we model. Hence, we take them as causal. The papers most closely related to ours are four. While Fleck and Hanssen (2006) prompt that the elite introduces more inclusive political institutions to convince the citizens that the return on joint investments, which are difficult-to-observe because of for instance the hilly landscape, will not be expropriated, Bentzen et al. (2016) symmetrically document that democratization fails when the elite can easily elicit the citizens’ cooperation in investment through the direct control of natural, and in particular, water resources. Durante (2010) and Litina (2016) instead show that climate risk between 1500 and 1750 and unfavorable land endowment strengthened the economic incentive for cooperation in respectively present-day Europe and a cross-section of 132 countries. None of these four articles however characterizes theoretically and empirically both the determinants of and the interaction between inclusive 5



political institutions and a culture of cooperation.1 In this perspective, our paper offers three key contributions. First, we develop a theory of endogenous (in)formal institutions based on resource heterogeneity and inefficiencies in public good production clarifying that, over and above violence (Acemoglu and Robinson, 2000) and political power (Acemoglu et al., 2005), the citizenry can rely on cultural accumulation to elicit democratization. Crucially, this mechanism cannot be produced by the extant time-inconsistency-based models of democratization, which overlook the citizenry’s need to commit by zeroing his outside option, and it can be fruitfully used to analyze other historical instances in which heterogeneity in endowments across groups with different political power makes inter-group cooperation crucial, e.g., Industrial Revolution (Lizzeri and Persico, 2004). Second, we test our model using a novel dataset that displays huge variation across time and space. In doing so, we devise a time-dependent measure of past culture, which has been recently shown valid in other contexts.2 Finally, while studying the interplay between activity-specific factors and institutions, we suggest a multiple instrumental variables approach to unbundle the present-day roles of inclusive political institutions and a culture of cooperation (Guerriero, 2016b). The paper proceeds as follows. We review some stylized facts about medieval Europe in section 2 to motivate the general model of institutional design we analyze in section 3. Next, we state the model predictions in section 4, and we discuss the relative test in section 5. Finally, we conclude in section 6, and we report proofs, figures, and tables in the appendix.
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(In)Formal Institutions in Medieval Europe



Europe at the beginning of the 11th century.—The fall of the Western Roman empire deprived Europe of political stability and long-distance trades pushing the defenseless peasants to seek the protection of the lords [Stearns 2001, p. 165]. The consequent rise of the feudal contract allowed the lords to pacify their domains and, by doing so, to trigger an institutional revolution that changed Europe forever [Stearns 2001, p. 176]. 1000-1350: farming, Mediterranean trades, and institutional discontinuity.—Attracted 1



A related complementary literature studies the impact on initially given cultural norms and/or political institutions of the agents’ expectations about the economy (Tabellini, 2008), the actions of leaders (Acemoglu and Jackson, 2015), and economic shocks (Cervellati et al., 2008; Bisin and Verdier, 2015). 2 Padr´ o i Miquel et al. (2015) gauge culture in Chinese villages with the presence of Buddhist temples and document that this is an important determinant of the effectiveness of inclusive political institutions.
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by the prospect of improved land productivity and international exchanges indeed, the lords began to offer high-powered farming contracts to the peasants and to enter into commercial partnerships with a rising class of merchants, who obtained exemption from the tolls necessary to cross the land [Stearns 2001, p. 191-222].3 These contractual innovations flourished where the lords also introduced more inclusive political institutions to fortify their credibility as investment partners [Stearns 2001, p. 216], and in particular in the Giudicati in Sardinia (952-1297), the communes of Northern Italy and France (1080-1282), the maritime republics of Genoa, Pisa, and Venice (1099-1406), the towns of Aragon and Catalu˜ na (1150-1213), the German imperial cities (1152-1806), and the Swiss Cantons (1291-1515). To illustrate, Peter II of Aragon (Frederick I) granted the communal privileges to the difficult-to-reach Pyrenean (Northern Italian) communities to bolster olives production and the relative tax revenues (in exchange for the sizable payments fixed by the 1183 Peace of Constance) [Orvietani Busch 2001, p. 66-80; Stearns 2001, p. 208], whereas the communes jur´ees of Northern France and the Flanders were chartered by the early Capetian kings interested in gaining from the lucrative exchanges of woolens for Eastern spices [Stearns 2001, p. 199]. Organized as a sworn association of free men and governed by a public assembly selecting the executive, these states were “aimed at economic prosperity [and favored by the lord’s] immediate political and financial considerations” [Stearns 2001, p. 199]. Such an institutional discontinuity helped the population recover lost farming technologies, like the heavy plow (Slocum, 2005), revive long-distance trades, and shift public spending composition from war-waging to sanitation and securing commercial routes [Stearns 2001, p. 192-199, 205-221, and 239-249]. Meanwhile, Western monasticism was transforming interpersonal relationships. Imported from the East during the 5th century, it spread out across Europe through some ascetic and lots of lax initiatives until a group of dissatisfied Cluniac monks abandoned Molesme in Burgundy and founded in 1098 a new monastery in Cˆıteaux [Burton and Kerr 2011, p. 910]. This event opened a new and highly influential phase of the medieval Church. The Cistercians indeed revived the original Benedictine emphasis on poverty, prayer, and manual labor to diffuse the novel and powerful idea, illustrated in their 1119 Carta Caritatis, that both the partnership between monasteries and the interaction between worshipers should be 3



Marriages “often sealed [the] contracts between rural nobility and [. . . ] merchant[s]” [Stearns 2001, p. 216].
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rooted in “mutual love and esteem, combined with a benevolent eye to human frailty [i.e.,] charity rather than the exercise of power” [Tobin 1995, p. 40]. Crucially, these charity-based norms of conduct should not materialize through alms but through cooperation [Burton and Kerr 2011, p. 28-29], which the Cistercians themselves supported by organizing a series of risk-sharing activities with the help of local laypeople known as conversi and secular laborers [Burton and Kerr 2011, p. 150-163; Donkin 1978, p. 39]. First, they accepted as grants mainly undeveloped lands and turned them into fertile compact holdings disseminating at the same time advanced farming techniques [Donkin 1978, p. 172-173; Tobin 1995, p. 43]. Initially targeted at rendering the neighboring villages self-sufficient, with the demise of the conversi system these estates were progressively leased to the peasants at rates lower than those set by the lords [Donkin 1978, p. 111; Burton and Kerr 2011, p. 166]. Second, they further insulated the population from shocks by setting up trade fairs, developing international trade agreements, and diversifying economic activities with the introduction of forges and mills [Tobin 1995, p. 128; Burton and Kerr 2011, p. 185]. Finally, they provided a series of other risk-sharing services, like shelter for those in need and food for the starved, significantly limiting in this way social and religious conflicts [Burton and Kerr 2011, p. 47-50 and 191-194]. All these activities eased the diffusion of the charity-based norms of cooperation the Cistercians championed in the communities first exposed to their action and urged the populations of the neighboring areas—especially those located where the climate was unpredictable, but not too erratic to force re-siting—to either offer the White monks a site for building a new house or push local houses to join the order [Knowles 1948, p. 64; Donkin 1978, p. 36; Berman 2000, p. 95, 107, and 223; Burton and Kerr 2011, p. 23-36 and 120]. The relationship of “kinship” among houses, as enforced by the duties of crossvisitation and support, assured moreover the homogeneity of their action [Tobin 1995, p. 41; Burton and Kerr 2011, p. 82] and connected regions divided by national conflicts, making “generalized” the Cistercian morality [Burton and Kerr 2011, p. 94]. Not surprisingly, in 1153 there were already 435 Cistercian houses scattered all around Europe (see figure 1). 1350-1600: Atlantic trades and institutional change.—When the 14th century “emancipation of the villein class [. . . ] combined with the visitations of pestilence” [Knowles 1948, p. 77] undermined the conversi system, the Cistercians left the scene to the Franciscans 8



[Tobin 1995, p. 125 and 236]. Exactly as the former had “opened the monastic vocation to the agrarian peasantry” [Lawrence 2001, p. 178], the latter embraced the apostolic life of “poverty [,] active preaching mission [. . . ] and example” [Lawrence 2001, p. 247-259] prompted by St. Francis in his 1223 Regula to offer a rising “town-dwelling laity [. . . ] the idea of the devout life for the laity” [Lawrence 2001, p. 240-259], i.e., a life of “charity pursued through moral consideration and practical engagement” [Muzzarelli 2001, p. 115]. Similarly to the Cistercians and uniquely within the remainder of Western monasticism,4 the Friars Minor accepted “unenviable sites” [Knowles 1948, p. 192] to build with the help of the lay brothers part of the “Third Orders” a dense network of houses (see figure 1), linked by a Cistercian-like kinship [Lawrence 2001, p. 257-259], and supervise several key risk-sharing—e.g., micro-credit and public health—activities [Muzzarelli 2001, p. 40]. Among these practices, the most noteworthy was to run the Monte di Piet`a (Frumentario), which accommodated the customers with loans of money (wheat seeds) in return for a pledge auctioned if the loan plus an interest payment evaluated at a rate lower than that charged by private bankers—i.e., 3% versus 30%—was not paid [Montanari 1999, p. 208-209; Muzzarelli 2001, p. 205-206]. Summoned by the representatives of those towns more prone to economic shocks and internal unrests [Montanari 1999, p. 139, 141, and 193; Muzzarelli 2001, p. 11 and 60], the Franciscan preachers would first gather donations [Montanari 1999, p. 76, 133, 253, and 264-268; Muzzarelli 2001, p. 24, 60, and 227], then draft the Monte constitution having in mind “the customers’ material and moral destinies” [Muzzarelli 2001, p. 219], and finally help run the pawnshop [Muzzarelli 2001, p. 243]. In doing so, they subjected the loan issuance to an evaluation of the “morality and social behaviors of the customers” [Muzzarelli 2001, p. 216], who were not the poor, who remained the recipients of alms, but those citizens who required credit to overcome a moment of need [Montanari 1999, p. 186; Muzzarelli 2001, p. 166, 170, and 244] and, if helped, would have actively contributed to make “cohabitation more cooperative and fair” [Muzzarelli 2001, p. 41]. This intensified cooperation also strengthened in different ways the citizenry-nobility 4



Albeit in 1215 Pope Innocent III imposed on all monastic orders the Cistercian hierarchical structure, Benedictines, Cluniacs, and Dominicans (Augustinians, Carmelites, Carthusians, Cathars, and Waldensians) specialized instead in theological studies and university teaching (contemplation), possibly accepting lay brothers only as a support for the daily organization of the monastery (Knowles, 1948; Lawrence 2001).
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relationships. First, the two groups jointly managed the pawnshops [Montanari 1999, p. 75]. Second, the Monte relaxed social conflicts by for instance avoiding that the peasants would stop investing in the farmland and dangerously move to the towns in the case of harvest destruction [Montanari 1999, p. 31 and 206-209; Muzzarelli 2001, p. 12]. Third, the Monte was obliged to help the commune finance public good provision, as fighting external wars [Montanari 1999, p. 23, 48, 104, 148, and 234-244], and provided itself a series of risksharing services, e.g., subsidizing dowries to destitute maiden and fellowships to deserving university students and distributing food in times of famine to control prices [Montanari 1999, p. 83 and 272; Muzzarelli 2001, p. 172 and 207]. Finally, the Monte often rescued the merchant-nobility investment partnerships [Montanari 1999, p. 91, 102, 142, and 269; Muzzarelli 2001, p. 193], without however substituting until the 18th century the Jewish bankers as commercial money lenders [Montanari 1999, p. 84-89, 150, and 168-176].5 Thanks to all these ties, which locked peasants and merchants in the agreements reached with the lords in spite of the adverse shocks to the joint investments, the Franciscan penetration in the Mediterranean delayed the return to autocratic regimes after the opening of the Atlantic routes and the consequent fall in the profitability of the Mediterranean trades [Montanari 1999, p. 131, 168, 173-176, and 201]. A case in point is Pisa, where the Monte supported the nobility’s struggle against Florence becoming “both the symbol and the cause” [Muzzarelli 2001, p. 228] of the 1494-1509 restoration of the Republic. Similarly, Savonarola identified in the Monte’s ability to curb internal conflicts a necessary condition to the success of the Florentine Republic (1494-1498) and fought for its foundation in 1496 [Muzzarelli 2001, p. 36]. More generally, while the communes of Northern France tumbled under the centralization pressures exerted by the late Capetian kings (1270-1328), the Northern Italian ones turned first into commercial oligarchies and only between the 15th and 16th centuries into autocracies, called Signoria and rooted in agreements between the nester nobility and the ennobled merchants [Stearns 2001, p. 202-205 and 255-259]. Over the same period, the growth of the Atlantic trade strengthened the merchant groups in England and in the Provinces and allowed them to constrain the power of the monarchy (Acemoglu et al., 2005). 5



The Jewish pawnbrokers indeed did not make the loan contingent upon the borrower’s morality, were endowed with larger liquidity, and provided a more continuous service [Montanari 1999, p. 77, 114, and 137].
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3



Theory



Next, we present a model of institutional design in a heterogeneous society rationalizing the stylized facts just presented but applicable to a wider range of historical cases.



3.1



Model Setup



The economy.—Society is composed by a mass one of agents split into µ < 1/2 elite members—i.e., the lords—and 1 − µ citizens, i.e., peasants or merchants. Agents of the same type act identically. The two economic activities are sharing a consumption risk— e.g., participating in the Monte’s business—and investing, e.g., adopting a new farming technology or trading over long-distance. The payoff of each of the two activities is shaped by   an exogenous activity-specific factor λa ∈ 0, λ with a ∈ {R, I}, i.e., respectively the severity of consumption risk and the investment value. Agents have quasi-linear utilities and the subutility u from public good consumption g is such that u0 > 0, u00 < 0, limg→0 u0 (g) = ∞. Timing of events.—The agents’ irreversible choices are ordered as follow (see figure 2). At time zero, group i ∈ {e, c} decides the psychological gain from cooperating in any economic activity, denoted by di < d,6 to instill into its members at the cost d2i /2, e.g., whether to attract Franciscan monks proposing norms of respect and trust and then bear the cost of helping them start up a Monte. This assumption incorporates into our model two fundamental insights of evolutionary psychology and Malthusian growth theories: a social group dictates to its members, via natural selection and cross-punishment, cultural norms maximizing its fitness (Barkow et al., 1992; Clark, 2007), and these values are stronger the larger the culturally-driven reproductive advantage is (Andersen et al., 2016). Thus, a group expecting larger returns from cooperation incurs larger cultural accumulation costs and ends up deriving a larger di . Crucially, assuming a unique implicit reward rather than two activity-specific ones is not crucial for our argument but is consistent, for instance, with the fact that the Monte lent money to both the citizenry in case of famine and the merchant-nobility partnerships in case of liquidity shocks. Similarly, studying the choice of a psychological gain instead of a psychological loss is immaterial to our argument. 6



The existence of a cap is consistent with psychology studies showing that the human neurological system becomes less sensitive or even numb to repetitions of feelings like the one of virtue (Frederick and Loewenstein, 1999). Kaplow and Shavell (2007) and Rayo and Becker (2007) impose a similar constraint.
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At time one, the elite, who holds initially the political power, decides whether to turn autocracy into democracy. The choice of the regime j ∈ {A, D} determines the share sj of the investment value λI to be spent on the production of a public good and its type. There are two types of public good, and pi is group i’s favorite one, e.g., war waging for the elite and both sanitation and securing commercial routes for the citizenry (see section 2). At time two, if democracy has been introduced, the citizenry selects sD and the type of public good. Under autocracy instead, sA and the public good type are decided by the elite. At time three, agents are randomly matched. If two agents of the same (a different) group meet, they always try to risk-share (the elite chooses the economic activity). Finally, taxation of the investment value λI and public good production follow a cooperative investment. Payoffs.—Let πa,i,j,m (dc , de , λR , λI ) be agent i’s payoff from activity a under regime j when her/his match is m ∈ {c, e} and Ui,j (dc , de , λR , λI ) be agent i’s expected utility under regime j. We report the arguments of these functions only if necessary for our analysis. Risk-sharing resembles a prisoner’s dilemma game. Agent i receives di from cooperating but also loses λR when her/his partner does not. If agent i does not cooperate, she/he receives λR if her/his partner cooperates and zero otherwise. The severity of consumption risk λR summarizes the exogenous features, different from those captured by λI , increasing the gain from cheating and the loss from being cheated in risk-sharing. A volatile climate, which heightens the urgency to make seeds and money available through a Monte in times of famine, is a case in point. The possible risk-sharing payoffs πR,i,j,m are detailed in table 1. If the elite chooses to invest, she has to first decide whether to make an upfront payment f > 0 to the citizenry. Once the elite has provided her input, she immediately receives de . Next, the citizenry can either shirk and appropriate f or exert an effort that costs f but delivers an immediate gain dc . The production is zero in the former case and λI in the latter. The investment value λI synthesizes the exogenous features, different from those gauged by λR , raising the value of mutual cooperation in investment like its profitability and the factors hampering the observability of the citizenry’s effort (Fleck and Hanssen, 2006). In the case of farming investments (long-distance trades), natural examples are respectively the soil suitability for agriculture and the terrain ruggedness (a direct access to the coast and the length of the commercial routes). The differences between the financial risk faced 12



by the nobility and the survival risk borne by the citizenry support our view that investment can only be initiated by the elite, requires the citizenry’s labor, and involves components that cannot be expropriated or taxed [Stearns 2001, p. 216 and 221]. To elaborate on the last point, we assume that a share 1 − sj of λI is safely pocketed by the elite since she pays in advance f , which in turn cannot be corroded once appropriated by the citizenry. Public good production is characterized by a linear technology and the following two inefficiencies. First, if agent i consumes the other group’s favorite good, then her/his subutility u is pre-multiplied by θi < 1. Second, group i is able to convert into the other group’s favorite good only a share γ ∈ (0, 1) of sj λI . Because of for instance transaction costs moreover, when in power group i cannot outsource production to the other group to contract away this technological constraint. These two frictions can be interpreted as either the diversity in the preferences for the public goods and the heterogeneity in the abilities to produce them discussed in section 2 or, under extra assumptions,7 as time-inconsistency issues, i.e., θi can be seen as the probability of being excluded from public good consumption (Fleck and Hanssen, 2006) and 1 − γ can be interpreted as the extent of expropriation or redistribution of the tax revenues (Acemoglu and Robinson, 2000). As illustrated below however, these time-inconsistency issues cannot produce the aforementioned “commitment dimension” of cultural accumulation if incorporated into our model in the form discussed by the extant literature on democratization. The possible investment payoffs πI,i,j,m are reported in tables 2 to 5. Crucially, we are not artificially imposing any trade-off between risk-sharing and investment since they are linked by cultural accumulation. The activity-specific factors are related to the other exogenous parameters by the following conditions whose mildness is discussed in details in the Internet appendix:    Assumption 1: a. f > d > λ > 1; b. θc < f − d /u λ ; c. γ < u−1 f − d /λ. Condition 1a guarantees a nontrivial analysis. To illustrate, f > d implies that cooperating in investment is never a dominant strategy for the citizenry, d > λ ensures that cooperation in risk-sharing is affordable and so its absence is not due to impossibility but to strategic considerations, and λ > 1 enables over-accumulation of culture, which is crucial 7



To elaborate, θi = 1 for the ruling group, the ruling (each) group should also gain the expropriated (redistributed) (1 − γ) sj λI payoff, and conditions stricter than 1b and 1c should hold.
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for the most innovative prediction of our model. Conditions 1b and 1c require respectively that the citizenry sufficiently dislikes consuming pe and that the inefficiency in public good production captured by γ is sufficiently severe. Moreover, they imply that the citizenry does not cooperate in investment under autocracy even when he has built the largest possible culture d and the highest possible investment value λ is pooled into respectively pe and pc . With assumption 1 then, we focus on a democratization process made only possible by both groups’ desire to gain from investment despite the inefficiencies in public good production. In evaluating the generality of the foregoing, several remarks should be heeded. First, the continuity of λa , di , and sj is necessary to link scenarios differing in the relative importance of the activity-specific factors to institutional evolution. Second, the model message remains intact if both public goods can be concurrently produced (see footnote 8) or if also cooperative risk-sharing entails a taxable value (see footnote 9). Third, our results will survive should the elite be able to transfer funds to the citizenry under autocracy (see footnote 10). Fourth, the timing of events is optimal from the elite’s viewpoint and so the most likely to arise in the first place (see footnote 13). Finally, our conclusions will stand should the elite be able to restore autocracy after democratization or the agents’ type change over time (see section 3.2.1). All in all, ours is the simplest and most essential setup necessary to analyze the interactions among activity-specific factors, (in)formal institutions, and the economy. Since the game is of perfect and complete information, we solve it by backward induction. To ease the illustration of the solution moreover, we assume two innocuous tie-breaking rules: Assumption 2: a. If risk-sharing is expected to be the economic activity under any political regime, then the elite retains autocracy. b. Upon meeting the citizenry, the elite chooses investment if she gets the same payoff from both risk-sharing and investment.



3.2



Equilibrium (In)Formal Institutions



We start with the elite’s choice of activity. Under autocracy, risk-sharing always prevails by assumptions 1 and 2. Hence, we identify the conditions under which investment materializes once the elite has introduced democracy and given the tax rate sD . Choosing investment.—Condition 1b also implies that the citizenry never cooperates when pe is produced under democracy, and thus he always prefers pc once in power. Af14



ter this choice,8 investment is selected if cooperative, i.e., whenever it is the case that (Ie ) πI,e,D,c ≡ θe u (sD λI ) + (1 − sD ) λI + de − f ≥ πR,e,A,c , (Ic ) πI,c,D,e ≡ u (sD λI ) + dc ≥ f . While the first inequality guarantees that the elite picks investment over risk-sharing, the second one assures that the citizenry exerts the effort after receiving the payment f .9 Choosing sD .—Three remarks are key at this point. First, the citizenry always prefers investing to risk-sharing since the least he can obtain from the first activity—i.e., f —is larger than his maximum payoff from the second one, i.e., max {λR , dc } (see condition 1a). Second, his payoff from investment strictly rises with sD since public spending on pc is the only way to channel to himself some investment value.10 Third, a violation of either constraint (Ie ) or constraint (Ic ) triggers autocracy by making investment impossible. Hence, the citizenry chooses a tax rate maximizing his utility given that constraint (Ie ) is met. In a subgame perfect equilibrium moreover, sD has to respect constraint (Ic ). The citizenry’s problem is maximizesD ∈[0,1] (ν ≥ 0) (ψ ≥ 0)



u (sD λI )



such that



(1)



θe u (sD λI ) + (1 − sD ) λI ≥ f − de + πR,e,A,c ≡ RHS, (1 − sD ) λI ≥ 0.



The corresponding first order condition, which is sufficient since all functions are concave, is u0 (s∗D λI ) = (ν + ψ) (1 + νθe )−1 , where the superscript



∗



labels equilibrium quantities. The



citizenry fixes s∗D = 1 whenever this choice does not violate constraint (Ie ). When it does, then the unique solution is the highest sD < 1 at which constraint (Ie ) binds. Notice that s∗D < 1 depends on dc and de , as well as λR and λI , i.e., s∗D = s∗D (dc , de , λR , λI ). For the sake of clarity, we omit some arguments of this function when this is not confusing. Because of the paramount roles of λR and λI in influencing the agents’ choices, it is useful to establish how these parameters affect the tax rate. If λI is sufficiently large relative to λR as to satisfy the inequality λI > u−1 (max {f − dc∗ , RHS /θe }), investment is so profitable for 8



Conditions 1b and 1c also entail that our analysis is robust that both public goods can be  to the possibility  concurrently produced since u0 > 0 implies that θc u ηλ + u (1 − η) γλ < f − d for any η ∈ [0, 1]. 9 Should cooperative risk-sharing entail a taxable value c, then two activity-specific tax rates will be set at time two and the elite will pick risk-sharing and autocracy if λI and c are similar since in this way she can get her preferred public good and the citizenry’s cooperation without paying f (see the Internet appendix). 10 When the citizenry can receive transfers under autocracy, the model message stands but democratization is less likely since the elite has another instrument to elicit cooperation (see the Internet appendix).
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both groups that its entire value is spent on pc . If however λI is not as large, then constraint (Ie ) binds and can only be satisfied for s∗D < 1. At this tax rate, the derivative of the elite’s investment payoff with respect to sD is negative—i.e., 1 > θe u0 (s∗D λI )—and so the marginal value of λI is higher as a transfer—i.e., 1—than as an input for public good production, i.e., θe u0 (λI ) < θe u0 (s∗D λI ).11 When then the RHS rises, so does the share of λI that—in order to satisfy (Ie )—needs to be shifted from the production of pc to transfers (1 − s∗D ) λI possibly reducing s∗D . Since the RHS equals the risk-sharing payoff under autocracy plus f − de , it rises with dc because the elite gets a larger payoff from cheating a more cooperative citizenry and falls with de . The following lemma formalizes this whole discussion: o  n ∗ −1 ∗ RHS < Lemma: Under assumptions 1 and 2, sD = 1 if and only if u max f − dc , θe λI . Furthermore, any s∗D < 1 is nondecreasing with the elite’s culture de and nonincreasing with the citizenry’s culture dc , i.e., for any de , dc ≤ λR , then s∗D (de , x) = s∗D (de , y) > s∗D (de , w) = s∗D (de , z), ∀x 6= y, z 6= w such that y ∨ x < λR ≤ z ∧ w. Thus, s∗D strategically links culture to the political regime choice if activity-specific factors are not skewed. By fixing a small de earlier indeed, the elite raises her stake later on.



3.2.1



Cultural Accumulation



Absent credibility issues, each group selects either the uncooperative level of culture 0, the level inducing only within-group cooperation in risk-sharing—i.e., µ (1 − µ) for the elite (citizenry), the level maximizing only the investment payoff—i.e., 1 − µ (µ) for the elite (citizenry), or the full-cooperative level d˜ ≡ max {1, λR }. These choices affect constraint (Ie ), both directly through de and indirectly by shaping the elite’s risk-sharing payoff, which corresponds to her utility under autocracy. A larger dc moreover relaxes constraint (Ic ) and thus improves the citizenry’s credibility as an investment partner. In the appendix, we   partition 0, λ according to the size of λI relative to λR to study the links between activityspecific factors and culture, and we obtain three cases: low—i.e., range (A), moderate—i.e., ranges (C), (D), and (E), and high values—i.e., range (B)—of λI . Cultural accumulations by both groups have no bearing on investment and on one another 11



Should the number of agents be discrete, public spending will also depend on the relative size of each group. This change complicates the algebra without delivering additional insights (see the Internet appendix).
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in the polar cases. In range (B), investment and so democracy are certain, and both groups are better off with spending λI entirely on pc . Each group then builds a culture maximizing at least the investment payoff and possibly also within-group cooperation in risk-sharing, e.g., Uc,D = µπI,c,D,e +(1 − µ) πR,c,D,c −d2c /2. Thus, d∗i = d˜ at moderate values of λR , and d∗e = 1−µ and d∗c = µ at sufficiently large λR making cheating in risk-sharing too inviting. In range (A) instead, autocracy is inevitable since λI is too small and so constraint (Ie ) fails. Everybody then maximizes the risk-sharing payoff only—e.g., Uc,A = µπR,c,A,e + (1 − µ) πR,c,A,c − d2c /2, d∗e = 1 and d∗c = d˜ at moderate values of λR , and d∗e = d∗c = 0 otherwise. The choices of culture by the two groups impinge on each other in ranges (C), (D), and (E), where they are strategic substitutes and affect the viability of investment by determining whether constraints (Ie ) and (Ic ) hold. While indeed for λR sufficiently small the equilibrium is as in range (B), for λR large s∗D < 1 and the elite is tempted to curtail d∗e to raise her stake in risk-sharing and thus extract a larger investment payoff through a lower s∗D . Choosing risk-sharing is a credible threat since the citizenry always prefers investment and so he cannot reciprocate with a small d∗c . Formally, as d∗e goes down, the RHS goes up, and thus s∗D falls. To satisfy constraint (Ic ) then, the citizenry needs to accumulate a culture at least as large as the difference between the upfront payment and his sub-utility from public good consumption—i.e., db ≡ f − u (s∗D λI ), which then can surpass the otherwise optimal d˜ for f and θe large.12 If db is not affordable, autocracy prevails. Culture then becomes an enforcement mechanism for the elite and a commitment device for the citizenry. As aforementioned however, it loses both properties if—as in the extant literature—the citizenry can fully expropriate or redistribute u, g, or (1 − sD ) λI because then the (Ic ) constraint holds for d∗c ≤ d˜ and constraint (Ie ) might fail. The analysis of the alternative timings of events in the Internet appendix further elucidates this point.13 To summarize, both groups benefit from accumulating a culture increasing with λR at its moderate values. When the severity of consumption risk gets too large however, the temptation to cheat also becomes too strong, and only the prospect of democracy can produce ˜ Since an s∗D < 1 is implicitly defined by constraint (Ie ), then db > d˜ ↔ (1 − s∗D ) λI +d∗e > λR +θe d+(1 − θe ) f . ∗ This inequality is possibly true when f is sufficiently large and thus sD is small and when θe → 1. 13 To elaborate, alternative orders of events do not solve the credibility issues and so make democratization impossible in ranges (C), (D), and (E). Setting culture at the onset and the tax rate before picking the activity is indeed necessary to credibly commit when needed since both choices determine the elite’s payoff.



12
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some culture. This pattern is consistent with the diffusion of Cistercian and Franciscan monasteries in response to the population’s risk-sharing needs (see section 2). The main effect of λI on d∗c is instead to boost it as the economy moves from range (B) to ranges (C), (D), or (E) (see figure 3).14 Accordingly, as long-distance trades shifted toward West, the populations of Northern Italy found optimal to insure the merchants-nobility partnerships against liquidity shocks by favoring the spread of the Franciscans. This choice made credible future cooperation and also delayed the rise of the Signoria (see section 2). We analyze this dynamics in the Internet appendix by considering a further period in which emerges from the citizenry a group of “ennobled merchants” able to produce without upfront payment an investment value proportional to λI and to restore with the elite’s help autocracy. Since these merchants prefer to be taxed by the elite because smaller in size, the elite decides whether to seize power and does so in ranges (A) and (E), where she gets under autocracy the revenues from taxing the merchants plus a risk-sharing payoff equal to the investment payoff. In the other ranges instead, the elite triggers a coup when the duties on the merchants are sufficiently large, and she tries to elicit the citizenry’s cooperation under democracy otherwise. The citizenry is now even more cooperative since reverting to autocracy costs him the sub-utility from public good consumption and the taxes levied on the merchants. Proposition 1 summarizes the first order relationships involving d∗c since this is the only choice of culture we observe and on which we can focus in the empirical exercise: Proposition 1: Under assumptions 1 and 2, the citizenry’s culture d∗c rises with the severity of consumption risk λR at its moderate values, and then drops, and it may sharply grow as the investment value λI falls from high to intermediate—relative to λR —values. 3.2.2



Democratization



All in all, λI facilitates democratization by both fostering cultural accumulation—and in turn cooperation—and making a mutually beneficial investment more appealing than risksharing. As seen in section 2, these mechanisms lie behind the 12th century rise of the communes. On the contrary, λR has the second order effect of crippling democratization at intermediate values of λI . Then indeed, the citizenry needs to accumulate a very large 14



In ranges (C), (D), and (E), d∗c > 0 is concave in λR —as in figure 3—if
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and possibly too expensive culture to induce the elite, which turns uncooperative, to pick investment and democracy over risk-sharing and autocracy. This strategic effect threatens democratization. Proposition 2 recaps the first order implication of this section: Proposition 2: Under assumptions 1 and 2, higher values of λI ease democratization.



4



Empirical Implications



Our model provides us with two insights. First, the prospect of a sufficiently profitable investment pushes the elite to enact democracy to convince the citizens that a sufficient part of its return will be shared, and culture rises with the severity of consumption risk if this is not too large and thus cheating is not too appealing. Second, the citizenry may over-accumulate culture to credibly commit to cooperate in investment when its value is or becomes so low to endanger democracy. These patterns imply the following predictions: Testable Predictions: (1) More inclusive political institutions are primarily and positively driven by the investment value; (2) The citizenry’s culture rises with the severity of consumption risk at its moderate values and then drops, and it may positively respond to the shocks reducing the investment value to a level threatening inclusive political institutions.
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Evidence



To evaluate these testable predictions, we need proxies for the independent and dependent variables and a suitable empirical strategy. To select them, we build on section 2.



5.1



Measuring Activity-specific Factors and Institutions



For what concerns the cross-sectional dimension, we evaluate 90 historical regions in 16 European countries for which we have sufficient geographic and institutional data (see footnote 16). Similarly to Tabellini (2010), we construct each region r by merging those neighboring NUTS 2 administrative units that, according to Sellier and Sellier (2002), were part of the same states for most of the 1000-1600 period (see table 6 for the match between historical regions and medieval states and the Internet appendix for the match between historical and NUTS 2 regions).15 In contrast to a grid approach, this sample design allows us 15



We define in a different way 17 of the 66 historical regions we share with Tabellini (2010) since he studies instead the 1600-1750 period. Some of our historical regions have also been controlled by a state different
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to consider as cross-section identifiers exactly the areas within which (in)formal institutions were selected (see section 5.1.2). For what concerns the time dimension t instead, we consider each half-century between 1000 and 1600 for a total of 13 periods. Although our results are robust to the inclusion of the 1600-1850 period, which is instead considered by Acemoglu et al. (2005), we concentrate on the first six centuries of the second millennium for three reasons. First, the within-country variation in political institutions significantly dropped with the rise of the nation-state during the 19th century [Stearns 2001, p. 465-508]. Second, the Protestant Reformation deprived Western monasticism of its pivotal role by stigmatizing ecclesiastic property and professional preaching [Knowles 1955, p. 153; Tobin 1995, p. 158]. Third, the 17th, 18th, and 19th centuries witnessed innovations making economic activities far more complex than those prevailing in our sample [Stearns 2001, p. 284, 313, and 422]. 5.1.1



Measuring Investment- and Risk-sharing-specific Factors



In the basic regressions, we capture the investment value with the profitability of longdistance trades by using time dummies interacted with either a binary for regions with a direct access to the Mediterranean—i.e., Mediterranean—or one for regions with a direct access to the Atlantic, i.e., Atlantic (see table 7 for the summary of all the variables we use). Building on section 2, we expect Mediterranean to pick long-distance trades more (less) profitable than those captured by Atlantic when both binaries are interacted with 10001300 (1350-1600) dummies or equally that Mediterranean multiplied by 1350-1600 dummies gauges a fall in λI from high to moderate values. As shown in the Internet appendix, the gist of our analysis will be similar should we employ instead Trade-East, which is the average of the sea distances between the major historical region harbor and Istanbul and the major historical region harbor and Alexandria if the historical region has a direct access to the Mediterranean and 0 otherwise, and Trade-West, which is the average of the sea distances between the major historical region harbor and Havana and the major historical region harbor and Cape Town if the historical region has a direct access to the Atlantic and 0 otherwise. We consider “major” a harbor whose population was the highest in the historical region according to Bairoch et al. (1988). Since Trade-East and Trade-West increase with from that reported in table 6—i.e., those in Belgium, Corse, Friuli-Venezia Giulia, and South Switzerland, whereas others have experienced both foreign control and independence, i.e., the Netherlands and Sardegna.
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the distance from the major trade hubs (Acemoglu et al., 2005), they measure the difficulty to observe the merchants’ effort in long-distance trades (Fleck and Hanssen, 2006). Turning to the severity of consumption risk, we follow Durante (2010), and we proxy it with the standard deviation of the spring-summer temperature in the half-century before each observation, i.e., Temperature-SD. The raw data are estimated by Guiot et al. (2010) for most of the European surface at the 5-degree spatial resolution and for the 600-2000 period.16 To illustrate, each observation is “reconstructed” through a multiplicity of indirect proxies such as tree-rings, ice cores, pollens, and climate series based on historic documents. To the best of our knowledge, this dataset reports the only available within-country estimates of the pre-1500 European climate. To compute Temperature-SD for region r at time t, we first calculate the standard deviation of the growing season temperature over the 50 years before t for all the cells—even partially—part of region r. Next, we get the average of such statistics across these cells weighted by each cell relative contribution to region r land area. We follow the same procedure for the other variables measured at the cell level. Since Temperature-SD does not show dependence over time according to the canonical tests, we do not correct the estimates for serial correlation in the residuals. Crucially, the climate risk is smaller within the sample than outside it (see figure 4). Indeed, not only the maximum value of the average of Temperature-SD over the 1000-1600 period—i.e., Temperature-SD-1000-1600 —in the cells part of the sample is much lower than its maximum value in all the cells analyzed by Guiot et al. (2010)—i.e., 0.72 versus 1.12, but also the mean value of Temperature-SD1000-1600 in the former cells is significantly—at 5%—lower than that in the latter cells, i.e., 0.47 versus 0.52. Hence, λR was not too large in the sample and we should observe mainly the rising part of the climate risk-culture link. Higher resolution gridded data on the post1500 temperature and rainfall have been devised building on instrumental sources, but they are much less accurate than reconstructed data in describing the pre-1800 climate variation since before the 19th century the number of climate stations was scant (Guiot et al., 2010).17 16



We do not consider Azores, Madeira, and Canarias because not included in Guiot et al. (2010). Disregarding also the NUTS 2 regions only partially covered produces similar results. Finally, we exclude Scandinavia and the areas east of Poland and Slovakia and south-east of Hungary and Slovenia for two reasons. First, there are insufficient data on the rest of the medieval states to which they belonged. Second, Western monasticism did not propagate there because of the Orthodox Church’s opposition [Tobin 1995, p. 144]. 17 Over the 16th century, the average volatility of the Luterbacher et al.’s (2004) growing season temperature, which is estimated building on instrumental data, is nine times bigger than that of the Guiot et al.’s (2010)
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Considering these data makes our estimates more noisy (see the Internet appendix). Figure 5 depicts the sizable variation in activity-specific geographic factors across the NUTS 2 regions part of our sample. We build these and the following maps by first dividing the range of each variable into five intervals whose break points are chosen through the goodness of variance fit method and then displaying higher values with darker colors.18 5.1.2



Measuring the Inclusiveness of the Political Process and Culture



Following Tabellini (2010), we capture the inclusiveness of political institutions through the “constraints on the executive authority” score proposed by the Polity IV project—i.e., Democracy, which we code building on the events relative to each region r within a 40-year window around each date t (see the Internet appendix).19 The score ranges between one and seven and assumes higher values when the constraints on the elite’s decision-making power are stronger (Marshall and Jaggers, 2011). We observe over the sample first a trend toward more inclusive political institutions with the mean of Democracy rising from 1 in 1000 to 2.28 in 1400 and then a comeback of autocracies with Democracy averaging 1.97 in 1600. This pattern is asymmetric across units, whereby the Mediterranean regions of Northern Italy, France, and Spain witnessed the more robust democratization process as revealed by the distribution of Democracy averaged over the 1000-1600 period, i.e., Democracy-1000-1600 (see upper-left map of figure 6). These differences have persisted to date as documented by the distribution of Democracy-1950-2010 (see upper-right map of figure 6), which averages over the 1950-2010 period the sum of the constraints on the executive authority score collected from the Polity IV dataset and an index of political autonomy from the central government of the NUTS 2 regions in the sample proposed by Guerriero (2016b).20 If region r belongs to several NUTS 2 units, we assign it a figure equal to the average of Democracy-1950-2010 across such units weighted by their relative contribution to region r land area. We follow the same procedure for the other variables measured at the regional level. reconstructions, which are specifically tailored to preserve a meaningful comparison over time. This fit method minimizes the average deviation of the interval values from the interval mean, while maximizing the average deviation of the interval values from the means of the other intervals. 19 The correlation between Democracy and the constraints on the executive measure devised by Acemoglu et al. (2005) (developed by Tabellini [2010]) is over the common observations 0.49 (0.62). 20 This index is 1 if the region controlled some policies, 2 if it was also fiscally decentralized, 3 if over fiscal decentralization it had the power of electing its parliament and managing all regional policies, and 0 otherwise. 18
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Column (1) of panel A of table 8 illustrates the strong persistence in political institutions in a regression where we also control for the region area, the coordinates of its centroid, and Temperature-SD-1000-1600. Because of the limited within-country variation in the present-day inclusiveness of regional political institutions, we constrain the intercepts of the regressions whose dependent variable is Democracy-1950-2010 to be common across r. Our main proxy for the citizenry’s culture is the discounted number of years of activity of Cistercian and Franciscan monasteries per square km, i.e., Culture. For each of the 699 (2979) Cistercian (Franciscan) houses in our sample, this figure equals in year t the difference between the number of years in which the house had operated and those elapsed from its possible closure per square km if positive and zero otherwise. Albeit immaterial to our main findings, the discounting emphasizes the importance of the monks’ activity (see for a similar choice Persson and Tabellini, [2009]). On the contrary, scaling the years of activity by the region area instead of its population is necessary to correctly represent the two orders’ diffusion since a minimum distance between houses was compulsory [Burton and Kerr 2011, p. 44]. To obtain the raw data, we eliminate from the lists of monasteries reported in Van Der Meer (1965) and Moorman (1983) those that are not indicated in at least another of the available sources of their location, foundation, and closure, i.e, http://www.cistercensi.info/, http://users.bart.nl/∼roestb/franciscan/, and the bibliography therein. We observe a trend toward a stronger the citizenry’s culture whose mean climbs from 0 in 1100 to 0.43 in 1600. As seen in section 2, both monastic orders dictated norms of respect and trust in exchange for guidance on how to share consumption risk and under the threat of defecting to the populations more subject to consumption risk and thus more interested in securing their services. Crucially, these cultural accumulation activities were substantially homogeneous and unique within medieval Western monasticism. Hence, Culture gauges in our sample the input to the technology that transformed the citizenry’s involvement with culture into evolutionary stable cultural norms, and higher values should detect a stronger culture of cooperation in year t. Accordingly, the average of Culture over the 1000-1600 period— i.e., Culture-1000-1600 —strongly correlates with its present-day counterpart—i.e., Culture2008, whereby the activity of the Cistercians in England and Western France and that of the Franciscans in Northern Italy and Spain have determined a more intense culture of 23



cooperation today (see bottom maps in figure 6). To illustrate, Culture-2008 is available for 89 historical regions and represents the first principal component extracted from the intensities of generalized respect and trust self-reported to the 2008 European Value Study, which in turn is the only wave listing the NUTS 2 region where the respondent lived when he or she was 14 and thus culturally mature (Tabellini, 2008; Andersen et al., 2016).21 Column (3) of panel A of table 8 displays the stickiness of a culture of cooperation in a regression in which we control not only for the region area and the coordinates of its centroid but also for region fixed effects and direct access to the coast, i.e., Coast. This evidence together with the fact that Culture strongly correlates with an outcome-based measure of past cultural norms of cooperation discussed below validates our measurement strategy. To single out the role of each of the two monastic orders, we also consider the discounted number of years of activity of Cistercian houses per square km—i.e., Culture-C —and that of Franciscan houses per square km, i.e., Culture-F. Again, the two variables averaged over the 1000-1600 period—i.e., Culture-C-1000-1600 and Culture-F-1000-1600 —strongly correlate with present-day norms of respect and trust as documented by the estimates in columns (4) and (5) of panel A of table 8. This evidence is particularly noteworthy in the Cistercian case since Andersen et al. (2016) describe the order as aimed at propagating instead Protestantlike values of hard work and thrift. Albeit consistent with Baumol (1990) and Weber (1958) himself, this vision is however at odds with the more recent and substantial historic literature introduced in section 2. Contrary to what speculated by Andersen et al. (2016) indeed, the fundamental issue distancing the order’s founders from Molesme was not its “failure to observe the Rule of St Benedict [but the fact that it] was rich [and] “association of possession with virtues is not usually long-lasting”22 [Burton and Kerr 2011, p. 11]. This reasoning led the Cistercians to embrace a “cult of corporate poverty and austerity” [Lawrence 2001, p. 174] exemplified in very taxing rules of monastic life and a deep contempt for those members of the community seeking social competition and accumulation of wealth [Burton and Kerr 2011, p. 103-118 and 155-156]. To elaborate, even when managing market-oriented 21



The latter (former) is the share of answers “most people can be trusted” to the question “generally speaking, would you say that most people can be trusted or that you can’t be too careful in dealing with people?” (mentioning “tolerance and respect for other people” as important qualities children should be encouraged to learn). The average and median numbers of respondents in each region are respectively 97 and 65. 22 As emphatically reported in the Exordium Parvum, the Cistercians’ narrative of the order’s origin.
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enterprises, the White monks considered effort and profit as merely instrumental to fund their risk-sharing activities and so fulfill their moralization mission [Bouchard 1991, p. 185-199; Burton and Kerr 2011, p. 187]. To begin with, rather than wealth accumulation, it was the desire of rationalizing neighboring economies, injecting liquidity in unstable markets, and making the lords’ property available to the peasantry to guide the expansion of the order’s holdings [Burton and Kerr 2011, p. 160-168]. Accordingly, it should not strike as strange that several houses experienced an endemic lack of savings, which possibly plunged them into bankruptcy first and either royal custody or abandon later on [Burton and Kerr 2011, p. 174]. Second, the fees and tolls obtained from the organization of fairs were often directly invested in charitable activities [Donkin 1978, p. 159]. Finally, even when the demise of the conversi system made leasing the only market-oriented endeavor viable for the order, these agreements were usually conditioned on the peasants’ obligation to provide several risk-sharing services [Burton and Kerr 2011, p. 177]. All in all, while it is very hard to see in the order’s action a desire to support “cultural values [assisting] the rise of capitalism outside the monastic walls” [Andersen et al. 2016, p. 2], it seems natural to interpret it, as the Cistercians did in the Carta Caritatis, as their duty “to be of service to [their brothers,] avoid the evil of avarice [and] retain the care of their souls for the sake of charity.” Consistent with these remarks, panel B of table 8 shows that there is no correlation between the activity of the Cistercians, as captured by Culture-C-1000-1600, and either the share of respondents to the 2008 European Value Study mentioning “hard work” as an important quality children should be encouraged to learn—i.e., Hardwork-2008 —or that naming “thrift,” i.e., Thrift-2008. Similar conclusions can be drawn for the Franciscans whose life indeed “demanded not only exterior imitation of Christ through poverty [. . . ] but also interior conformity through self-denial, obedience, humility, and love” [Daniel 1992, p. 46]. Finally, neither Hardwork-2008 nor Thrift-2008 is positively linked to Temperature-SD1000-1600. To put it in another way, our data do not hint at a Cistercian and/or Franciscan origins of the present-day strength of the Protestant ethic and do not suggest that the fickleness of the medieval temperature, one of the key drivers of the two orders’ activity identified below, has a positive impact on present-day norms of hard work and thrift. These striking differences with the results illustrated in Andersen et al. (2016) are driven 25



by the mix of the higher precision of our data and our more appropriate empirical strategy. For what concerns the former, Andersen et al. (2016) measure the White monks’ diffusion with its presence, which is coded by georeferencing the locations of the medieval Cistercian monasteries displayed in the map in figure 1 of Donkin (1978). This approach implies two major losses of information when compared to our measurement exercise. First, georeferencing a scanned map does not allow distinguishing multiple houses located in the same place—e.g., those in Palermo, Prague, and Tipperary—and assigning houses that lie near the borders to the correct region if the choice of control points is imperfect (Kawano, 2013). Accordingly, the total number of houses analyzed by Andersen et al. (2016) for the common 204 NUTS 2 regions is 627 instead of the 631 in our sample. Moreover, the total number of houses per NUTS 2 region is different in 101 cases. Of course, this second dissimilarity is also driven by the more accurate information on locations available from our most recent sources. Second, using the mere presence instead of the activity of a monastery strongly misrepresents its impact by equating for instance the tiny house of Brightley, abandoned after only 5 years, with Cˆıteaux, the seat of the General chapter and allegedly the most important Cistercian house with its 502 cumulated years of activities in 1600. Turning to the empirical strategy embraced by Andersen et al. (2016), it presents two drawbacks. First, they do not control for the direct access to the coast. Second, they study the link between the Cistercian presence and Protestant ethic at the NUTS 2 regional level. Since however the opening of a new site required the approval of the mother house of the relative “province” and the provinces roughly corresponded to our historical regions [Donkin 1978, p. 31; Knowles 1948, p. 192], our design is the most appropriate to match decision units to cross-section identifiers. Our results on the cultural norms actually transmitted by the Cistercians and the Franciscans to present-day Europe remain similar even when we either measure each order’s diffusion with its presence or use as cross-sectional identifiers the roughly 20,000 respondents to the 2008 European Value Study in our sample (see the Internet appendix). In the second case, we also document that, differently from Andersen et al. (2016), our conclusions are unaltered if we focus on those respondents reporting themselves as Catholic. Hence, the Protestant Reformation has no confounding role according to our data. A glance at figures 5 and 6 reveals that the model testable predictions are confirmed by 26



the data. In the following, we verify this conclusion by turning to multivariate analysis.



5.2



Estimating Equation and Basic Results



We evaluate the model testable predictions by running panel regressions of the form Yr,t = αr + βt + γ 0 xr,t + δ 0 zr,t + εr,t ,



(2)



where Yr,t is either Democracy, Culture, Culture-C, or Culture-F in region r at time t. αr are region fixed effects controlling for time-independent determinants of Yr,t as other geographic traits—e.g., the farming sector dependence on irrigation (Bentzen et al., 2016), soil suitability for agriculture (Litina, 2016), other farming inputs, and the distance to either the coast, navigable rivers, the nearest technological frontier, or the Cistercians’ and Franciscans’ mother houses—or predetermined shocks like the out of Africa exodus of humankind and the consecutive agricultural revolution. While indeed Ashraf and Galor (2013) document that the prehistoric migratory distance from East Africa determined the genetic diversity inherited by parental colonies and in turn present-day trust, Olsson and Paik (2016) suggest that societies that made an early transition to agriculture in the Neolithic developed also stronger patriarchal values and in turn less inclusive political institutions. βt are time dummies picking up regional macro-shocks like the Black Death, which for instance modulated the population’s incentive to trade and thus escape the Malthusian trap (Voigtl¨ander and Voth, 2009). xr,t gathers Mediterranean interacted with βt , Atlantic multiplied by βt , Temperature-SD, and, if Yr,t represents one of the proxies for the citizenry’s culture, Temperature-SD squared. This last term reckons with the nonlinear relationship between culture and risk-sharing needs. Finally, zr,t possibly incorporates the other covariates introduced below and, to exclude that a change in the temperature level is biasing our results, it always includes the spring-summer temperature in Celsius anomalies relative to the 1961-1990 mean averaged over the previous 50 years—i.e., Temperature-A—and collected from Guiot et al. (2010). We do not estimate each pair of equations with dependent variables Democracy and Culture as a system since we cannot reject, never at a level lower than 0.84, the null hypothesis of the Breusch-Pagan test that the residuals of the two equations are uncorrelated. In addition, Culture (Democracy) is insignificant when included in the specification with dependent 27



variable Democracy (Culture) (see the Internet appendix). These results confirm the model insight that formal and informal institutions interact only through activity-specific factors. To reckon with the within-region correlation in εr,t possibly driven by the two monastic orders’ diffusion patterns, we cluster the standard errors at the regional level. Similarly, we document that our conclusions will stand should we deal with the spatial dependence in εr,t possibly produced by the relative coarse resolution of the temperature data by relying on either the Driscoll-Kraay or the Conley (1999) standard errors (see the Internet appendix). Columns (1) to (4) of table 9 display the estimates relative to the basic specifications including in zr,t Temperature-A only. The estimated coefficients are consistent with the model predictions, and the implied effects are large. To begin with, having a direct access to the Mediterranean induced a significant—at 10% or better—rise of roughly one-standard deviation in the inclusiveness of regional political institutions for each half-century between 1100 and 1250, whereas Atlantic interacted with time dummies is generally insignificant in explaining Democracy (see column (1)). This evidence implies a primacy of the Mediterranean over the Atlantic trades as institutional driver and is thus at odds with Acemoglu et al. (2005) but consistent with both Greif (1992) and the relevance of the commitment dimension of cultural accumulation. With the opening of the Atlantic routes indeed, the citizenries of the states with a direct access to the Mediterranean were able to preserve a level of the inclusiveness of political institutions not too different from that acquired by the states with a direct access to the Atlantic by intensifying their cultural accumulation. This effort sufficed to commit to future cooperation with the elite despite the fall in the value of Mediterranean trades. To illustrate, having a direct access to the Mediterranean between 1350 and 1600 implied a significant—at 5% or better—increase in Culture rising from 0.3standard deviation in 1350 to 2.3-standard deviation in 1600 (see column (2)). Finally, the citizenry’s culture had an inverted U-shaped relationship with temperature volatility, which in turn did not affect democratization (see columns (1) and (2)). In columns (3) and (4), we shift our attention to the drivers of the activity of each monastic order. The key observations are two. First, consistent with the 14th century rise of the Franciscans and fall of the Cistercians, the spread of the former completely accounts for the commitment dimension of cultural accumulation. Second, the inverted U-shaped relationship between temperature 28



volatility and the citizenry’s culture is stronger when the latter is measured with the activity of the White monks, which indeed targeted the countryside (see also columns (7) and (8)).



5.3



Identifying Causal Relationships



We pursue a three-step strategy to evaluate if the correlations we have uncovered so far prove a causal impact of geography-driven economic incentives on institutional formation. First, we control for confounding variables. Second, we use selection on these observables to assess the bias from unobservables. Finally, we build a placebo test on data from Turkey. 5.3.1



Controlling for Observables



We consider the observable factors that, according to the extant literature, are more likely to affect institutional evolution in the sample. The first one is the interaction of time dummies with the terrain ruggedness—i.e., Ruggedness, which is estimated by the G-Econ project for the world surface at the 1-degree spatial resolution. The right map of figure 5 exhibits the considerable dissimilarities in Ruggedness across NUTS 2 regions. Ruggedness picks up the difficulty to observe the investments in new farming technologies flourished over the sample. To elaborate, the central driver of the Medieval agriculture revolution was the diffusion of the heavy plow, which required as many as eight oxen to pull it and forced the peasants to combine their ox teams and split their lands into interspersed strips to ensure a more fair plowing (Slocum, 2005). Hence, the elite’s return on such investment was larger the more difficult were its monitoring and the plowing itself. Next, we consider the share of previous century in which each region partook in external wars lagged one period to minimize the possibility of its endogeneity (Acemoglu et al., 2005), i.e., Wars. According to Besley and Persson (2009), common interest public goods, such as fighting external wars, contribute to institutional development. Finally, we test whether the different “marketing” strategies followed by the two monastic orders explain their diffusion by including the natural logarithm of the population density lagged one period, i.e., LPD. In this case, the raw data are estimated through time-variant allocation algorithms by Goldewijk et al. (2011) for the whole globe at the five minutes spatial resolution and for the 10,000 BC-2000 period. Since in the Malthusian epoch urbanization corresponded to development (Galor, 2011), including LPD takes also into account the “modernization” effect development had on institutions. 29



Controlling for all the confounding variables delivers the results reported in columns (5) to (8) of table 9. While the model predictions continue to be supported by the data, three new patterns arise. First, the terrain ruggedness has a positive impact on Democracy and a negative one on Culture (not shown), with the second result possibly driven by the difficulties to interact with individuals outside the reference group typical of more hilly locations. Second, Wars is unrelated to democratization but strongly positively correlated with the citizenry’s culture. Third, the coefficient on LPD is significant only in columns (6) and (8) where it is also positive. This suggests that the different marketing strategies embraced by two monastic orders mattered only after the 14th century rise in urbanization when the Franciscans’ preference for the towns effectively pushed them toward more densely settled areas. There moreover, the risk of famine was lower, and indeed only the monotonic part of the link between culture and temperature volatility is significant in column (8). 5.3.2



Using Selection on Observables to Assess the Bias from Unobservables



Despite our attempts to control for the key drivers of (in)formal institutions discussed by the extant literature, the estimates presented so far may still be biased by unobservable factors. To evaluate this issue, we calculate the index proposed by Altonji et al. (2005) to measure how much stronger selection on unobservables, relative to selection on observables, must be to explain away the entire estimated effects.23 To see how the index is calculated, consider a regression with a restricted set of control variables and one with a full set of controls. Next, denote the estimate of the coefficient attached to the variable of interest from the first regression γ R , where R stands for “restricted,” and that from the second regression γ F , where F stands for “full.” Then, the index is the absolute value of γ F /(γ R − γ F ). The intuition behind the formula is as follows. The lower the absolute value of (γ R − γ F ) is, the less the estimate of the coefficient attached to the variable of interest is affected by selection on observables, and the stronger selection on unobservables needs to be to explain away the entire effect. Moreover, the higher the absolute value of γ F is, the greater is the effect that needs to be explained away by selection on unobservables, and thus the higher is the index. We consider the specifications including in zr,t only Temperature-A as the restricted regressions and those incorporating also Ruggedness interacted with βt , Wars, and LPD as the 23



We use the version developed by Bellows and Miguel (2009) for possibly endogenous continuous variables.
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full regressions. Moreover, we report the indexes calculated from the specifications with dependent variables Democracy, Culture, Culture-C, and Culture-F in respectively columns (1) to (4) of table 10, and we focus on the variables that evaluate the model testable predictions and also display the most significant coefficients in table 9. The median and average indexes are respectively roughly 4 and 10. Hence, to attribute the entire estimates to selection effects, selection on unobservables would have to be on average almost 10 times greater than selection on all observables. Given the high fit of our regressions, it is then unlikely that the effects of geography on (in)formal institutions are driven by unobserved heterogeneity. 5.3.3



Falsification Test



Consistent with the persistence of a culture of cooperation documented above, there is a positive and significant relationship between Temperature-SD-1000-1600 and Culture-2008 in the sample and, conditional on Mediterranean, Atlantic, and a constant term, the estimated OLS coefficient equals 1.149 with a t-statistic of 3.34 (see left graph of figure 7). European populations that were more exposed to the risk of harvest destruction accumulated a stronger culture of cooperation, and today their descendants are more cooperative. Our identification strategy rests on the assumption that risk-sharing is the only channel through which medieval temperature volatility shaped past culture. If this is true, then a positive link between the volatility of the medieval growing season temperature and presentday norms of respect and trust should not exist where the cost of accumulating culture was prohibitive. This was the case of Turkey, where first the 1058 East-West Schism and then the rise of the Ottoman empire blocked both the Cistercian and the Franciscan penetrations.24 While indeed the Eastern Orthodox church required that monks shied away from any involvement with the worshipers’ life [Tobin 1995, p. 144], Islam considers monasticism an excessive austere practice that should therefore be discouraged (The Qur’an, 57.27).25 To test whether there is no link between medieval temperature volatility and present-day culture of cooperation in Turkey, we build on the sources detailed above, and we consider the 56 Turkish NUTS 3 regions for which Culture-2008 is observable. For this sample, we 24



Our sources report only one (six) Cistercian (Franciscan) house(s)—i.e., Istanbul (Beyo˘glu, Istanbul, Izmir, Samsun, Sinop, and Trabzon)—active in Turkey over the 1000-1600 period. 25 The Islamic ban on interest-based debt contracts has favored forms of family-grounded risk-sharing, discouraging at the same time alternative providers similar to the monastic orders (Askari and Mirakhor, 2014).
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document a negative and insignificant relationship between Temperature-SD-1000-1600 and Culture-2008 (see right graph of figure 7). Conditional on Mediterranean and a constant term indeed, the estimated OLS coefficient is - 8.642 with a t-statistic of - 1.09.



5.4



The Commitment Dimension of Cultural Accumulation



Figure 8 illustrates the mechanism behind the relevance of the commitment dimension of cultural accumulation (see section 5.2). In the post-1350 sample, Culture rose sharply in the Mediterranean historical regions despite the stability of their temperature volatility (see central and leftmost maps of figure 8). Thanks to this over-accumulation of culture by the citizenry, the inclusiveness of political institutions fell less in the Mediterranean than in the inland historical regions converging to the level acquired by the Atlantic ones (see rightmost map of figure 8). As seen above, the innovation that most entrenched the citizenry’s credibility was the Franciscan introduction of the Monte from 1431 onwards. To better understand this historical juncture, we analyze Italy between 1400 and 1600 being this the sub-sample for which we have most information. To illustrate, we construct a third dependent variable as the number of years Monti di Piet`a and Monti Frumentari were active per square km (Montanari, 1999; Avallone, 2007), i.e., Monti. Since a pawnshop survives only when loans are paid back, Monti captures the likelihood of successful risksharing activities and thus is an outcome-based measure of past culture just as the electoral turnout and the blood donations are of present-day culture (Guiso et al., 2004). Accordingly, the correlation between Monti and Culture-F is 0.81. Being the degrees of freedom limited, we constrain the intercepts of these regressions to be common across historical regions. Table 11 reveals that where the opening of the Atlantic routes shrank the investment value from high to moderate—relative to the severity of consumption risk—values seriously threatening democratization—i.e., on the Mediterranean, it also significantly increased both Culture and Monti. In addition, culture has again an inverted U-shaped relationship with climate risk. Interestingly, this evidence reveals that the activity of the Monti was not determined uniquely by the social desire of shutting down the Jewish pawnshops as prompted by recent empirical research (Pascali, 2016) but also by the need of sharing consumption risk and the commitment dimension of cultural accumulation identified by our theoretical model. 32



5.5



Persistent (In)Formal Institutions



The medieval institutional revolution discussed so far has shaped Europe to date as revealed by the analyses of the persistence and the geographic determinants of both Democracy1950-2010 and Culture-2008 in panel A of table 8. For what concerns the second inquiry, geography is a powerful predictor of present-day (in)formal institutions and enters the regressions in a separable way, whereby the forces modulating the severity of consumption risk determine only the citizenry’s culture (see columns (2) and (6)). Two remarks are key at this point. First, the persistence of culture holds in the data even after incorporating in the specification the other two main channels through which the two monastic orders could have shaped present-day cultural norms of cooperation (see the Internet appendix). These are the strength of Catholic beliefs and financial development, which in turn picks up the impact of the expansion of credit markets following the diffusion of the Monte on cooperation. Second, the evidence summarized in panel A of table 8 suggests a novel instrumental variables approach to separately estimate the effect of each of the two institutions on development. Embracing this strategy, Guerriero (2016b) documents not only that the aforementioned first stages remain strong when the cross-section identifiers are 120km × 120km grids, but also that only a culture of cooperation has a first order effect on development.



6



Concluding Comments



Despite the well-known relevance of inclusive political institutions and a culture of cooperation, we still lack a framework that identifies both their origins and interaction. The present paper tackles this issues by developing and testing a theory of endogenous (in)formal institutions based on resource heterogeneity and inefficiencies in public good production. We close by highlighting avenues for further research. First, an open issue is the identification of the more recent factors, like extractive policies (de Oliveira and Guerriero, 2016), shaping present-day (in)formal institutions. Since our analysis reveals that the correlations between past and present-day institutions are strong but not perfect, this inquiry can shed light on the present-day institutional variation unexplained by medieval shocks and further clarify that the evidence we unravel is not one of institutional traps. Second, a relevant em33



pirical extension to our analysis is to study the relationships between taxation and culture uncovered by our model, which indeed suggests that the citizenry selects a tax rate fostering democratization and investment and thus falling with his cultural accumulation and rising with the elite’s culture. Finally, the correlation between past formal and informal institutions created by the commitment dimension of cultural accumulation together with their persistence produces first-stage relationships between past political infrastructures and both present-day democracy and culture (Tabellini, 2010; Guiso et al., 2016). These however are not distinct and cannot be defended as exclusion restrictions given our results. Hence, a key research agenda is to employ medieval geography to unbundle the effects of present-day inclusive political institutions and present-day culture on contemporary development through a multiple instrumental variables approach (Guerriero, 2016b). This is particularly relevant in this day and age if one wants to assess whether the negative short-run impact of crises on markets can be offset by their positive long-run effects on institutions.
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Appendix Proof of Lemma Problem (1) implies that s∗D = max{s ∈ [0, 1] | θe u (sλI ) + (1 − s) λI ≥ RHS}. Hence, s∗D = 1 if constraint (Ie ) is slack, and s∗D < 1 otherwise. In the second case, the citizenry maximizes u (sD λI ) + ν [θe u (sD λI ) + (1 − sD ) λI − RHS], with ν > 0. The RHS equals f − d∗e if d∗e , d∗c < λR ; f − d∗e + λR if d∗e < λR ≤ d∗c ; f − λR if d∗c < λR ≤ d∗e ; f if d∗e , d∗c ≥ λR . Thus, the Topkis (1998) theorem entails that s∗D is nondecreasing (nonincreasing) with d∗e (f ) and, if d∗e , d∗c ≤ λR , s∗D (de , x) = s∗D (de , y) > s∗D (de , w) = s∗D (de , z), ∀x 6= y, z 6= w such that y ∨ x < λR ≤ z ∧ w.







Proof of Proposition 1 We first partition the range of λI according to its magnitude relative to λR , building on constraints (Ie ) and (Ic ), and then we study the choices of d∗e and d∗c through this partition. Notice h i ˜ f + d˜ , since de is at most λR for λR ≥ 1 and at most 1 for λR < 1; that: 1. RHS ∈ f − d, 2. if θe u (λI ) ≥ f then a fortiori u (λI ) ≥ f , and both constraints hold for s∗D = 1; 3. s∗D < 1 if θe u0 (λI ) < 1 − ν −1 u0 (λI ) < 1. As aforementioned, db is the minimum dc satisfying constraint (Ic ).  ˜ I ≡ min λI | θe u (λI ) < f − λ, θe u0 (λI ) ≥ 1 ,26 πI,e,D,c rises with sD and thus (A) For λI < λ the elite would accept s∗D = 1, but investment does not materialize because constraint (Ie ) fails even when d∗c < λR ≤ d∗e and λR = λ, and thus the RHS is the smallest possible. Hence, d∗e ˜ or 0. Comparing these maximizes Ue,A = µπR,e,A,e + (1 − µ) πR,e,A,c − d2e /2 and is either µ, d, 1 possibilities implies that d∗e = 1 (0) for λR ≤ (>) 2(1−µ) ∈ [1/2, 1) regardless of d∗c . Moreover, the



elite prefers to be cheated by an uncooperative citizenry rather than to cooperate with her own ˜ kind only. Similarly, d∗c maximizes Uc,A = µπR,c,A,e + (1 − µ) πR,c,A,c − d2c /2 and is either 1 − µ, d, or 0. Then, d∗c = d˜(0) for λR ≤ (>) 2 (1 − µ) regardless of d∗e . Again, the citizenry prefers to be cheated by an uncooperative elite rather than to cooperate with his own kind only.   R (B) For λI ≥ u−1 f +λ ⇔ θe u (λI ) > f + λR , investment always takes place because it θe delivers a payoff larger than the maximum risk-sharing payoff. Hence, each group decides between building a culture that maximizes only the investment payoff and accumulating one that induces also within-group cooperation in risk-sharing, without caring about the choice of the other group. 2 The cooperative d∗e is arg maxde ≥λR Ue,D = µde + (1 − µ) [θe u (λI ) + de − f ] − d2e = d˜(1 − µ) for p 2 λR ≤ (>) 1 + 2µ − µ2 . Similarly, the uncooperative d∗e maximizes (1 − µ) [θe u (λI ) + de − f ] − d2e



and equals 1 − µ (0) for λR ≤ (>) 1 − µ. The citizenry faces a completely similar problem, and 26



For θe u0 (λI ) < 1, it can be the case that θe u (s∗D λI ) + (1 − s∗D ) λI > f − λ > θe u (λI ) with s∗D < 1.
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the cooperative d∗c is d˜(µ) for λR ≤ (>) 1 +



p



1 − µ2 , whereas the uncooperative one is µ (0) for



λR ≤ (>) µ. Since cooperation is more appealing than cheating, the elite picks d∗e = d˜(1 − µ) for p p λR ≤ (>) 1 + 2µ − µ2 , and the citizenry sets d∗c = d˜(µ) for λR ≤ (>) 1 + 1 − µ2 . In the remaining sub-ranges of λI , investment can fail because either constraint (Ie ) or constraint (Ic ) is violated. This happens when one of the following four circumstances realizes: (i) λI < u−1 (f − dc ); (ii) θe u (λI ) < RHS, ∃s ∈ (0, 1) such that θe u (sλI ) + (1 − s)λI = RHS, but the citizenry’s expected investment payoff is not worth the cost of building db to assure that constraint (Ic ) holds; (iii) θe u0 (λI ) ≥ 1 and θe u (λI ) < RHS; (iv) θe u0 (λI ) < 1 and θe u (b sλI ) + (1 − sb) λI < RHS, where θe u0 (b sλI ) = 1. Violations of constraint (Ic ) captured by conditions (i) and (ii) realize when there is too little investment value to induce the citizenry’s cooperation. Condition (iii), on the other hand, entails that although spending the entire λI on public good production is the most efficient way of gaining the elite’s support, its level is too low to assure that constraint (Ie ) is met. Finally, condition (iv) means that the elite cannot be convinced to select investment even if ν → ∞ and so s∗D → sb, which is her preferred tax rate. If one among conditions (i)-(iv) holds, d∗e and d∗c are as in range (A). Next, we evaluate the cases in which investment goes through since none of these conditions prevails.     −1 f R > λ ≥ u (C) For u−1 f +λ I θe θe ⇔ f ≤ θe u (λI ) < f +λR , constraint (Ie ) is slack when the citizenry is uncooperative since then the elite’s payoff from risk-sharing is at most 0. When d∗c < λR , then d∗e is as in range (B). If instead d∗c ≥ λR , constraint (Ie ) is slack whenever the elite is cooperative and binding otherwise. There are therefore two sub-cases. If θe u (λI ) < f + λR − (1 − µ), n o choosing a nonzero uncooperative d∗e makes the elite’s utility negative, and thus d∗e ∈ 0, d˜ . For λR > 1, (+): Ue,D (dc ≥ λR , de = 0) = (1 − µ) λR ; (++): Ue,D (dc ≥ λR , de = λR ) = λR + p λ2 (1 − µ) [θe u (λI ) − f ] − 2R . Hence, d∗e = λR (0) ∀1 < λR ≤ (>) µ + µ2 + 2 (1 − µ) [θe u (λI ) − f ]. For λR ≤ 1, Ue,D (dc ≥ λR , de = 1) = (1 − µ) [θe u (λI ) − f ] + 12 , which compared with (+) implies n o 1 that d∗e = 1 (0) for λR ≤ (>) min 1, θe u (λI ) − f + 2(1−µ) . If f +λR −(1 − µ) ≤ θe u (λI ) < f +λR , the elite also considers d∗e = 1 − µ, which maximizes the investment payoff only. This possibility opens two other scenarios: (a) d∗e ∈ {0, 1 − µ, λR } for 1 < λR ; (b) d∗e ∈ {0, 1} for 1 ≥ λR . Under scenario (a), Ue,D (dc ≥ λR , de = 1 − µ) = (1 − µ) [θe u (λI ) − f ] +



(1−µ)2 , 2



which



compared with (+) and (++) entails that the elite prefers λR (1 − µ) to 1 − µ (λR ) for λR ≤ p p (>) 1 + 2µ − µ2 ; λR (0) to 0 (λR ) for λR ≤ (>) µ + µ2 + 2 (1 − µ) [θe u (λI ) − f ]; 1 − µ (0) to 0 (1 − µ) for λR ≤ (>) θe u (λI ) − f +



1−µ 2 .



For µ → 0, the first threshold tends to 1, whereas
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the second one is greater than 1, and thus d∗e = λR (0) for λR sufficiently small (large). Unn o 1 der scenario (b), d∗e = 1 (0) for λR ≤ (>) min 1, θe u (λI ) − f + 2(1−µ) . Turning to the citip zenry, if d∗e ≥ λR then d∗c = d˜(µ) for λR ≤ (>) 1 + 1 − µ2 . If d∗e < λR ≤ d∗c , the equilibrium tax rate s1 is lower than 1 and defined by θe u (s1 λI ) + (1 − s1 ) λI + d∗e − f = λR . If n 2 o 2 b ˜2 db(s1 ) ≤ λR , the citizenry gains d˜ − d2 + µu (s1 λI ) (max µ2 , µdb(s1 ) − d(s21 ) + µu (λI )) from n o  n o selecting d∗c = d˜ (max µ, db(s1 ) ). Thus, d∗c = d˜ max µ, db(s1 ) if d˜ ∈ (1 − q1 , 1 + q1 ) (otherr n o wise) with q1 ≡ 1 − 2µ [u (λI ) − u (s1 λI )] − max µ2 , 2µdb(s1 ) − db(s1 )2 . If db(s1 ) > λR , the   2 b pertinent utilities are Uc,D db(s1 ) , de < λR = µf + (1 − µ) db(s1 ) − d(s21 ) , where the binding 2 constraint (Ic ) is substituted, and Uc,D (µ, de < λR ) = µu (λI ) + µ2 . Thus, d∗c = db(s1 ) (µ) if q ˜ R being ddb < 0 and ds1 < 0. db(s1 ) ≤ (>) 1 − µ + (1 − µ)2 − 2µ [u (λI ) − f ] − µ2 or λR ≤ (>) λ ds1 dλR



The citizenry’s cooperation for λR large can raise the elite’s risk-sharing payoff so much that s∗D becomes so little that the citizenry needs to build a culture surpassing d˜ to satisfy constraint (Ic ).     R ⇔ f − λR ≤ θe u (λI ) < f , constraint (Ie ) binds when (D) For u−1 θfe > λI ≥ u−1 f −λ θe the elite is uncooperative. In this case, d∗e = 1 − µ is not an option, and the equilibrium tax rate s2   is lower than 1 and defined by θe u (s2 λI ) + (1 − s2 ) λI − f = λR . If d∗c ≥ λR , Ue,D dc ≥ λR , d˜ = ˜



2



(d) ˜ d+(1 − µ) [θe u (λI ) − f ]− 2 and Ue,D (dc ≥ λR , 0) = (1 − µ) λR since constraint (Ie ) always binds. n o 1 Thus, d∗e = 1 (0) for λR ≤ (>) min 1, θe u (λI ) − f + 2(1−µ) , and d∗e = λR (0) ∀1 < λR ≤ (>) µ + p µ2 + 2 (1 − µ) [θe u (λI ) − f ]. If d∗c < λR , Ue,D (dc < λR , 0) = 0 and Ue,D (dc < λR , de ≥ λR ) = h i n o ˜2 1 µd˜+ (1 − µ) θe u (λI ) + d˜ − f − d2 , and thus the elite sets d∗e = 1 (0) for λR ≤ (>) min 1, 2(1−µ) p and d∗e = λR (0) ∀1 < λR ≤ (>) 1 + 1 − 2 (1 − µ) [f − θe u (λI )]. For d∗e ≥ λR thus, the citizenry can maximize his investment payoff by withholding cooperation since constraint (Ie ) is slack for d∗e ≥ λR > d∗c . Hence, d∗c = µ (0) for λR > (≤) µ. In the most likely case of an uncooperative b 2 ) ≥ λR or correspondingly λR ≥ λ ˜˜ R , the citizenry’s elite instead, there are two scenarios. If d(s choice of culture equals db(s2 ) when affordable and maximizes the risk-sharing payoff otherwise. If b 2 ) < λR , the citizenry can turn uncooperative by selecting d(s b 2 ). d(s   ˜ I ≤ λI < u−1 f −λR , a feasible investment and risk-sharing bring to the elite the (E) For λ θe same payoff. Hence, the choices of culture are as in range (D) when the constraint (Ie ) binds. For what finally concerns the relationship between s∗D and λI , the relevant cases are ranges (C), (D), and (E), where s∗D ∈ (0, 1). In these three scenarios, d∗e (d∗c ) weakly increases (decreases) with λI , and thus the RHS weakly falls with λI . Therefore, the tax rate s∗D weakly rises with λI .
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Proof of Proposition 2 Democracy cannot take place in range (A) but arises for sure in range (B) since constraints (Ic )   R and (Ie ) hold being λI > u−1 f +λ > u−1 (f ). In the other ranges, it prevails except if one among θe conditions (i)-(iv) holds. While the first two suggest that a small λI discourages democratization, conditions (iii) and (iv) reveal that, if λI is not sufficiently large, a large λR renders investment impossible being cheating in risk-sharing too lucrative for the elite. Thus, λI eases democratization, and λR has the second order effect of hindering it for moderate values of λI .
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Figures and Tables Figure 1: Location of Cistercian and Franciscan Monasteries Across Europe



Note:



1.



Sources: http://www.cistercensi.info/; Van Der Meer (1965); http://users.bart.nl/∼roestb/franciscan; Moorman (1983).



Figure 2: Timing



Table 1: The Risk-sharing Game When a Type i Agent Meets a Type −i Agent Type i Agent



Type −i Agent Cooperate Non Cooperate di , d−i di − λ R , λ R λR , d−i − λR 0, 0



Cooperate Non Cooperate



Table 2: The Investment Game Under Autocracy When pe is Chosen Citizen



Cooperate Non Cooperate



Elite Cooperate θc u (sA λI ) + dc , u (sA λI ) + (1 − sA ) λI + de − f f, de − f



Non Cooperate 0, 0 0, 0



Table 3: The Investment Game Under Autocracy When pc is Chosen Citizen



Cooperate Non Cooperate



Elite Cooperate u (sA γλI ) + dc , θe u (sA γλI ) + (1 − sA ) λI + de − f f, de − f
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Non Cooperate 0, 0 0, 0



Table 4: The Investment Game Under Democracy When pc is Chosen Citizen



Cooperate Non Cooperate



Elite Cooperate u (sD λI ) + dc , θe u (sD λI ) + (1 − sD ) λI + de − f f, de − f



Non Cooperate 0, 0 0, 0



Table 5: The Investment Game Under Democracy When pe is Chosen Citizen



Cooperate Non Cooperate



Elite Cooperate θc u (sD γλI ) + dc , u (sD γλI ) + (1 − sD ) λI + de − f f, de − f



Non Cooperate 0, 0 0, 0



Figure 3: Maximal Citizenry’s and Average Morality for µ → 0 and d∗e ≤ λR



Notes:



1. 2.



˜ I , µ → 0 and thus d∗ → d∗ , d∗ ≤ λR . To draw the graphs, we assume that investment occurs for λI ≥ λ e c ˜ ˜I , λ ˜ R , and λ ˜ R are defined in the appendix. λ



Table 6: The Sample — Medieval States, Historical Regions, and Present-day Countries GENOA: Italy (Liguria); France (Corse). HOLY ROMAN EMPIRE: Austria and Italy (Styria-Austria, Tyrol - Trentino-Alto Adige); Belgium (R´ egion Bruxelles, R´ egion Wallone); Germany (Baden-W¨ urttemberg, Bayern, Brandenburg, Bremen - Hamburg - Niedersachsen, Hessen, Mecklenburg-Vorpommern, Nordrhein-Westfalen, Rheinland-Pfalz - Saarland, Sachsen, Schleswig-Holstein, Th¨ uringen - Sachsen-Anhalt); Slovenia (Carniola, Styria-Slovenia). KINGDOM OF BOHEMIA: Czech Republic (East Czech Republic, West Czech Republic); Poland (South Poland, West Poland). KINGDOM OF PORTUGAL: Portugal (Alentejo, Algarve, Centro, Lisboa - Vale do Tejo, Norte). KINGDOM OF SICILY: Italy (Abruzzo - Molise, Basilicata - Campania, Calabria, Puglia, Sicilia). KINGDOM OF TUSCANY: Italy (Toscana). PAPAL STATE: Italy (Emilia-Romagna, Lazio, Marche - Umbria). PROVINCES: Netherlands (Noord Nederland - Groningen, Oost-Nederland, West-Nederland, Zuid-Nederland). REIGN OF ENGLAND: Ireland (East Ireland, West Ireland); UK (East Anglia - London, East Midlands, North-East UK, North-West UK, Northern Ireland, Scotland, South-East UK, South-West UK, Wales, West Midlands, Yorkshire and the Humber ). REIGN OF FRANCE: Belgium (Vlaams Gewest); France (East France, ˆ Ile de France, Mediterranean France, North France, Paris Basin, South-East France, South-West France, West France). REIGN OF HUNGARY: Hungary (Central Hungary, Styria-Hungary, West Hungary); Slovakia (East Slovakia, West Slovakia). REIGN OF POLAND: Poland (East Poland, North Poland). REIGN OF SPAIN: Spain (Andalucia, Aragon, Asturias - Cantabria, Baleares, Castilla-La Mancha, Castilla y Le´ on, Catalu˜ na, Comunidad Valencian, Extremadura, Galicia, Madrid, Murcia, Navarra - Rioja, Pais Vasco). SARDINIAN GIUDICATI: Italy (Sardegna). SAVOY: Italy (Piemonte - Valle D’Aosta). STATE OF MILAN: Italy (Lombardia). SWISS CANTONS: Switzerland (North Switzerland, South Switzerland). VENICE: Italy (Friuli-Venezia Giulia - Veneto). Note: 1. The names of the medieval states are in capital font, those of the historical regions that constitute the cross-section identifiers are in Italic lowercase type, and those of the present-day countries to which these regions belong are in regular lowercase font.
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Figure 4: Temperature Volatility in the Sample and in all Guiot et al.’s (2010) Cells



Figure 5: Geography



Note:



1.



The range of each variable is divided into five intervals using the goodness of variance fit method.
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Table 7: Summary of Variables Variable Democracy: Democracy-1000-1600 : Democracy-1950-2010 : Culture: Culture-C : Culture-F : (In)formal institutions:



Culture-1000-1600 : Culture-C-1000-1600 : Culture-F-1000-1600 : Monti: Culture-2008 : Hardwork-2008 : Thrift-2008 : Mediterranean: Atlantic: Coast: Temperature-SD: Temperature-SD-1000-1600 :



Geography:



Area: Latitude: Longitude:



Definition and Sources Constraints on the elite power. Source: Authors’ codification. Democracy averaged over the 1000-1600 period. Source: Authors’ codification. See Guerriero (2016b). Source: Guerriero (2016b). Cumulated discounted number of years of activity of Cistercian and Franciscan houses per square km. Sources: http://www.cistercensi.info/; Van Der Meer (1965); http://users.bart.nl/∼roestb/franciscan; Moorman (1983). Cumulated discounted number of years of activity of Cistercian houses per square km. Source: http://www.cistercensi.info/; Van Der Meer (1965). Cumulated discounted number of years of activity of Franciscan houses per square km. Source: http://users.bart.nl/∼roestb/franciscan; Moorman (1983). Culture averaged over the 1000-1600 period. Culture-C averaged over the 1000-1600 period. Culture-F averaged over the 1000-1600 period. Number of years of activity of Monti di Piet` a and Monti Frumentari per square km. Sources: Montanari (1999); Avallone (2007). See text. Source: 2008 European Value Study, GESIS (2008). See text. Source: 2008 European Value Study, GESIS (2008). See text. Source: 2008 European Value Study, GESIS (2008). Dummy equal to 1 if the region has a direct access to the Mediterranean sea, 0 otherwise. Dummy equal to 1 if the region has a direct access to the Atlantic ocean, 0 otherwise. Dummy equal to 1 if the region has a direct access to the coast, 0 otherwise. Standard deviation of the growing season temperature over the previous 50 years in Celsius averaged over the cells in the region. Source: Guiot et al. (2010). Temperature-SD averaged over the 1000-1600 period. Area of the region in square km. Latitude of the region centroid. Longitude of the region centroid.



Note:



1.



0.035 (0.051) 0.092 (0.241) 0.127 (0.135) 0.035 (0.030) 0.092 (0.130) 0.026 (0.066) 0.056 (0.367) 0.412 (0.228) 0.388 (0.109) 0.222 (0.418) 0.356 (0.481) 0.567 (0.498) 0.455 (0.127) 0.528 (0.122) 31707.04 (27040.84) 46.378 (5.252) 5.256 (8.591) 0.014 (0.269)



Mean growing season temperature over the previous 50 years in Celsius anomalies relative to the 1961-1990 mean averaged over the cells in the region. Source: Guiot et al. (2010). Terrain ruggedness averaged over the cells in the region. Source: G-Econ dataset, 0.169 Ruggedness: available at http://gecon.yale.edu/ (0.130) Share of previous century in which the region partook in external wars lagged 0.411 Wars: one period. Source: Acemoglu et al. (2005). (0.400) Log of the population density in inhabitants per square km averaged over the 0.060 LPD: cells in the region and lagged one period. Source: HYDE 3.1 dataset, available at (0.064) ftp://ftp.pbl.nl/hyde/hyde31 final/ The last column reports the mean value and, in parentheses, the standard deviation of each variable. Both are computed building on the sample used in table 8 except for the cases of Democracy, Culture, Culture-C, Culture-F, Temperature-SD, Temperature-A, Ruggedness, Wars, and LPD, when they are calculated employing the sample on which table 9 is based, and for Monti, when they are computed using the sample employed to obtain table 11. Temperature-A:



Other controls:



Statistics 1.833 (1.130) 1.833 (0.720) 6.064 (1.397) 0.127 (0.261)
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Figure 6: The Long-run Evolution of Formal and Informal Institutions



Note:



1.



The range of each variable is divided into five intervals using the goodness of variance fit method.
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Table 8: Persistent Endogenous Institutions (1)



Democracy-1000-1600



(2)



(3) (4) Panel A. The dependent variable is



Democracy-1950-2010 0.610 (0.218)***



Culture-2008



1.800 (1.090)*



Culture-C-1000-1600 Culture-F-1000-1600



- 0.002 (1.133) YES NO



0.579 (0.300)** 1.656 (1.221) YES NO



NO YES



0.20 90



0.14 90



0.17 89



(1)



(2)



(3) (4) Panel B. The dependent variable is



Coast



Constant term Fixed country effects Estimation R2 Number of observations



- 0.147 (0.064)**



- 0.137 (0.061)**



NO YES OLS. 0.18 89



Hardwork-2008 Culture-C-1000-1600



Temperature-SD-1000-1600



0.003 (0.037)



0.157 (0.075)** - 0.148 (0.064)**



NO YES



- 0.143 (0.066)** 0.491 (0.274)* NO YES



0.16 89



0.17 89



(5)



(6)



Thrift-2008



0.486 (0.522)



Culture-F-1000-1600 Coast



(6)



0.244 (0.082)***



Culture-1000-1600



Temperature-SD-1000-1600



(5)



- 0.125 (0.534) 0.012 (0.035) 0.0001 (0.0382)



0.0001 (0.039) - 0.016 (0.075) NO YES



0.038 (0.020)*



- 0.013 (0.080) 0.039 (0.022)*



0.037 (0.021)* - 0.259 (0.144)* NO YES



Constant term NO NO NO NO Fixed country effects YES YES YES YES Estimation OLS. R2 0.07 0.06 0.06 0.13 0.13 0.17 Number of observations 89 89 89 89 89 89 Notes: 1. Robust standard errors (standard errors clustered at the country level) in parentheses of columns (1) and (2) of panel A ((3) to (6) of panel A and of columns (1) to (6) of panel B). *** denotes significant at the 1% confidence level; **, 5%; *, 10%. 2. The specifications always include also Area, Latitude, and Longitude.
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Table 9: Medieval Origins of Formal and Informal Institutions Mediterranean × 1050 Mediterranean × 1100 Mediterranean × 1150 Mediterranean × 1200 Mediterranean × 1250 Mediterranean × 1300 Mediterranean × 1350 Mediterranean × 1400 Mediterranean × 1450 Mediterranean × 1500 Mediterranean × 1550 Mediterranean × 1600 Atlantic × 1050 Atlantic × 1100 Atlantic × 1150 Atlantic × 1200 Atlantic × 1250 Atlantic × 1300 Atlantic × 1350 Atlantic × 1400 Atlantic × 1450 Atlantic × 1500 Atlantic × 1550 Atlantic × 1600 Temperature-SD Temperature-SD 2



(1)



(2)



(3)



Democracy - 0.115 (0.047)** 1.086 (0.503)** 0.896 (0.514)* 1.226 (0.486)** 1.110 (0.410)*** 0.329 (0.316) 0.047 (0.349) - 0.181 (0.344) - 0.148 (0.343) - 0.245 (0.351) 0.186 (0.403) 0.053 (0.406) 0.103 (0.058)* - 0.215 (0.196) - 0.152 (0.209) - 0.302 (0.226) 0.217 (0.227) - 0.012 (0.205) - 0.061 (0.210) 0.206 (0.171) 0.079 (0.192) - 0.314 (0.204) - 0.152 (0.231) 0.407 (0.299) - 0.024 (0.466)



Culture 0.012 (0.005)** 0.020 (0.008)*** 0.021 (0.009)** 0.009 (0.006) - 0.001 (0.008) 0.031 (0.019)* 0.086 (0.035)** 0.132 (0.062)** 0.210 (0.088)** 0.333 (0.118)*** 0.475 (0.151)*** 0.607 (0.188)*** - 0.009 (0.005)* - 0.005 (0.006) - 0.017 (0.008)** - 0.005 (0.005) 0.015 (0.008)* 0.011 (0.013) 0.015 (0.019) - 0.011 (0.025) - 0.021 (0.030) - 0.039 (0.042) - 0.050 (0.054) - 0.096 (0.073) 0.550 (0.296)* - 0.347 (0.211)*



Culture-C 0.002 (0.002) 0.004 (0.002)** 0.002 (0.003) - 0.002 (0.003) - 0.005 (0.005)*** - 0.005 (0.008) - 0.002 (0.009) - 0.009 (0.012) - 0.010 (0.014) - 0.008 (0.016) - 0.005 (0.017) - 0.006 (0.018) - 0.000 (0.002) 0.002 (0.002) - 0.001 (0.003) 0.002 (0.003) 0.006 (0.005) 0.006 (0.008) 0.010 (0.011) 0.010 (0.012) 0.014 (0.014) 0.015 (0.016) 0.016 (0.018) 0.002 (0.020) 0.199 (0.089)** - 0.125 (0.080)*



(4) (5) The dependent variable is Culture-F Democracy 0.011 0.006 (0.004)** (0.032) 0.016 0.784 (0.007)** (0.616) 0.019 0.723 (0.008)** (0.608) 0.011 0.866 (0.005)** (0.597) 0.004 1.204 (0.004) (0.438)*** 0.036 0.165 (0.014)*** (0.348) 0.088 - 0.089 (0.031)*** (0.357) 0.141 - 0.235 (0.057)*** (0.343) 0.219 - 0.154 (0.082)*** (0.343) 0.341 - 0.181 (0.112)*** (0.358) 0.480 - 0.004 (0.145)*** (0.396) 0.613 0.012 (0.182)*** (0.408) - 0.009 0.050 (0.004)** (0.052) - 0.007 - 0.084 (0.006) (0.166) - 0.016 - 0.065 (0.007)** (0.191) - 0.006 - 0.129 (0.005) (0.185) 0.009 0.187 (0.004)** (0.222) 0.004 0.085 (0.008) (0.202) 0.004 0.034 (0.013) (0.212) - 0.021 0.266 (0.019) (0.176) - 0.035 0.097 (0.024) (0.195) - 0.055 - 0.322 (0.037) (0.201) - 0.067 - 0.012 (0.050) (0.239) - 0.098 0.496 (0.070) (0.309) 0.351 - 0.169 (0.294) (0.485) - 0.223 (0.204)



p-value for Ruggedness × 1050-1600 dummies



(6)



(7)



(8)



Culture - 0.002 (0.006) 0.011 (0.009) - 0.037 (0.015)*** - 0.035 (0.016)** - 0.033 (0.015)** - 0.002 (0.020) 0.028 (0.031) 0.073 (0.059) 0.125 (0.081) 0.246 (0.113)** 0.466 (0.162)*** 0.577 (0.205)*** - 0.005 (0.004) 0.001 (0.006) - 0.010 (0.010) - 0.001 (0.009) - 0.005 (0.014) - 0.011 (0.015) 0.016 (0.018) - 0.017 (0.024) - 0.040 (0.032) - 0.056 (0.043) - 0.051 (0.054) - 0.098 (0.074) 0.702 (0.309)** - 0.383 (0.231)*



Culture-C 0.004 (0.002)** 0.006 (0.002)*** - 0.002 (0.003) - 0.003 (0.004) - 0.002 (0.006) - 0.003 (0.008) - 0.002 (0.010) - 0.009 (0.012) - 0.015 (0.013) - 0.014 (0.014) - 0.001 (0.016) - 0.004 (0.018) - 0.001 (0.001) 0.002 (0.002) - 0.001 (0.003) 0.001 (0.003) 0.001 (0.004) 0.002 (0.007) 0.010 (0.010) 0.008 (0.012) 0.009 (0.013) 0.012 (0.016) 0.019 (0.018) 0.005 (0.020) 0.238 (0.098)** - 0.153 (0.087)*



Culture-F - 0.005 (0.006) 0.005 (0.008) - 0.035 (0.014)*** - 0.033 (0.015)** - 0.031 (0.015)** 0.0003 (0.0169) 0.029 (0.029) 0.082 (0.055) 0.139 (0.078)* 0.260 (0.110)** 0.467 (0.157)*** 0.581 (0.199)*** - 0.004 (0.004) - 0.001 (0.005) - 0.009 (0.008) - 0.003 (0.008) - 0.007 (0.013) - 0.013 (0.014) 0.007 (0.014) - 0.025 (0.020) - 0.049 (0.029)* - 0.068 (0.041)* - 0.071 (0.051) - 0.104 (0.071) 0.464 (0.285)* - 0.229 (0.207)



[0.00] [0.02] [0.09] [0.02] 0.038 0.133 0.023 0.110 (0.138) (0.036)*** (0.006)*** (0.035)*** - 1.901 0.824 - 0.105 0.929 LPD (1.617) (0.319)*** (0.112) (0.305)*** Estimation Fixed region and time effects OLS. Within R2 0.34 0.58 0.60 0.53 0.35 0.60 0.62 0.54 Number of observations 1170 1170 1170 1170 1170 1170 1170 1170 Notes: 1. Standard errors clustered at the regional level in parentheses. *** denotes significant at the 1% confidence level; **, 5%; *, 10%. 2. The specifications always include Temperature-A. Wars
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Table 10: Using Selection on Observables to Assess the Bias from Unobservables (1)



(2)



Democracy



Culture



(3) The dependent variable is Culture-C



(4) Culture-F



The index is calculated for the variable Mediterranean × 1050



0.05



Mediterranean × 1100



2.60



Mediterranean × 1150



4.18



Mediterranean × 1200



2.41



Mediterranean × 1250



12.81



Mediterranean × 1300



1.01



Mediterranean × 1350



0.48



9



0.49



Mediterranean × 1400



1.24



45



1.39



Mediterranean × 1450



1.47



3



1.74



Mediterranean × 1500



2.83



2.33



3.21



Mediterranean × 1550



51.78



0.25



35.92



Mediterranean × 1600



19.23



2



18.16



Temperature-SD



4.62



6.10



4.11



Temperature-SD 2



10.64



5.46



38.17



Atlantic × 1350



0.36



Atlantic × 1400



4.43



Atlantic × 1450



5.39



Atlantic × 1500



40.25



Atlantic × 1550



0.09



Atlantic × 1600



5.57



The extra controls in the full set are Ruggedness × 1050-1600 dummies, Wars, and LPD. Note: 1. Each cell reports an index constructed as illustrated in section 5.3.2 and based on the coefficients attached to the relevant variable and obtained from two regressions. In one, the covariates are those incorporated in the specifications reported in columns (1) to (4) of table 9. In the other, the “full set” of covariates are those part of the specifications listed in columns (5) to (8) of table 9 The sample size of these regressions is always 1170.



Figure 7: Medieval Risk-sharing Needs and Present-day Culture — Placebo Test



Note:



1.



The residuals plots and the predictions lines are obtained from a regression run on the sample used in column (6) of panel A of table 8 in the case of the left graph and from a regression run on a sample of 56 NUTS 3 Turkish regions in the case of the right graph.
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Figure 8: The Commitment Dimension of Cultural Accumulation



Table 11: The Commitment Dimension of Cultural Accumulation — The Italian Case Mediterranean × 1450 Mediterranean × 1500 Mediterranean × 1550 Mediterranean × 1600 Temperature-SD Temperature-SD 2



(1)



(2)



Culture-F 0.316 (0.191)* 0.479 (0.173)*** - 0.076 (0.260) 0.943 (0.387)** 26.783 (11.570)** - 19.729 (8.749)**



Monti - 0.011 (0.010) 0.034 (0.011)*** - 0.018 (0.033) 0.099 (0.062) 3.465 (1.350)*** - 2.583 (1.012)***



(3) The dependent variable is Culture-F 0.263 (0.186) 0.383 (0.142)*** - 0.244 (0.376) 0.821 (0.324)*** 25.563 (11.649)** - 18.891 (8.861)**



p-value for Ruggedness × 1450-1600 dummies



(4) Monti - 0.007 (0.013) 0.033 (0.013)** - 0.029 (0.039) 0.065 (0.041) 3.173 (1.290)** - 2.368 (0.973)**



[0.34] [0.47] 0.847 - 0.137 (2.640) (0.277) Estimation OLS. R2 0.44 0.44 0.46 0.48 Number of observations 70 70 70 70 Notes: 1. Robust standard errors in parentheses. *** denotes significant at the 1% confidence level; **, 5%; *, 10%. 2. The specifications always include a constant term and Temperature-A. Wars is omitted from the specifications reported in columns (3) and (4) due to multicollinearity.
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